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THE BROADCASTING 
SCHEME.

Thanks to a friendly adminis
tration, New Zealand will prob
ably within a few months embark 
upon a radio broadeastin°' scheme 
which, if the main proposals arc 
carried oui, will be the most satis
factory yet adopted in any par! 
of the world. The Dominion is 
in a position to profit by the ex
periences of other countries where 
broadcasting has been in vogue 
for some time. Jn the Unite: | 
States a condition of affai rs exists 
which has brought about an utter 
chaos. "The Land of th- Free" 
is beginning to realise that the 

spirit of freedom can be carried 
too far, and 1 hat under our social 
system the individual is under 
certain obligations to the rest of 
the community. The man with a 
radio set in the United States is 
not required to take out any li
cense. nor has he to pay any 
broadca st foes. while he is permit
ted to operate any kind of circuit 
whether it interferes with hi.- 
neighbonr or not. The teeming 
millions in the Frut ed States, with 
their tremendous purchasing 
power. enable the radio manufac
turers to spend larve sums a.nnu- 
a lly iii maintaining u p-to-date 
broadcasting stations without any 
direct revenue to pay foe the up
keep of same. These companies, 
hy providing radio concerts, arc 
stimulating the demand for their 
goods, and a 1’0 able 1 o recoup 
themselves out of their trade pro
fits.

About eighteen months ago a 
solution of the broadcasting prob
lem in Gr-at Britain was found in 
the inauguration of the British 
Bronckasting Company, which 
owns and operates a number of 
broadcast stations at Horne. This 
company was formed under the 
authority of the Postmaster-Gen
eral, hy whom its operations arc 
licensed and controlled. Jt con
sists ol" " Limited Liability Com
pany, whose members are drawn 
from the various wireless manu
facturers who. foi- the purpose of 
broadcasting have come together 
under this title. Th‘ Broadcast
ing Company has for its rev-’nue 
a proportion of the Post Office li
cense-fees an- i certain royalties on 
nll apparatus sold. every article 
of which, according to the Act, 
must have one of the company's 
•tamps on it. The license-fees in 

(heat Britain rano-e from ten shil
ling:- to a pound, and come under 
three categories—the experiment
al license, the broadcast-listener's 
license, and the transmitting li
cense. The British broadcasting 
stations ar• permitted to radiate 
about 1,500 watts, but recently 
this has been reported to have 
been increased very considerably. 
There are, however, unreasonable 
restrictions in Great Britain 
against the use of regenerative 
circuits, owing, it is claimed, to 
the fact that the regenerative cir
cuits re-radiate and cause inter
ference with owners of other sets. 
This is an n 11 warranted restric
tion, as it is established that a re
generative three-coil circuit will 
only re-radiate when unskilfully 
operated. The prohibition against 
the regenerative circuit has rob
bed listeners-in of one of the most 
efficient yet devised.

In Australia, owing to the 
thoughtless acquiescence of inter
ested parties to a scheme that was 
as obnoxious to the average list
ener-in as it has been found in
efficient, radio has experienced 
delay from gaining popularity. 
One of tlic outstanding faults in 
the scheme wns the "sealed set." 
Radio sets were sold that were so 
contrived that they could tune-in 
011 only one wave-length—thc one 
for which thi’Y paid a license-fee 
to listen-in to a certain broadcast 
station. Anyone associated with 
radio knows that much of the fas
cination of the ownership of a 
receiving set is the power to 
change reception from one station 
to another when the fancy die
tat - s. Another disability of the 
scheme wa. - the veto against re
generative receivers. However, a 
big conferei): e of representatives 
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of th’ trade and rndions was held 
in Sydney a few weeks ago, whi-•h 
promises to result in the introduc
tion of an entirely new scheme 
which should plarc radio broad- 
castin'Y on a completely satisfac
tory footing.

The proposed New Zealand 
broad .-astino scheme will involve 
the erection and operation of four 
up-to-date broadcasting stations, 
one in each of the principal cities. 
These stations arc to have a pow
er output of 500 watts, which, 
with fir.d-class modulation, pro
vides ample strength for a coun
try of the area of Nrw Zealand. 
Jt has been suggested that it 
would he more’ economical to have 
only one .talion with 2500 watts 
output located at Wellington, the 
geogrnpbical centre of New Zea
land. The authorities. however, 
recognise the risk of interference 
with ..hip and shore commercial 
stations. and have derided that 
an output of 500 watts is quite 
enough power to hr within the 
safety limit. Further, those list- 
eners-in residing nearest "Welling
ton would hr fa r better served 
than tlio:e residing in more dis
tant ;iu<‘:is who would suffer in re
ception hy their remoteness. The 
owners of nysl a I sets, i ii particn- 
l:; r, would tlius hr placed at a dis
advantage. A highly-comm end
able spirit of equity is a dominant 
fratur - of the projected 8 • -heme. 
Reoi’ncrativc three-eoiI sets are to 
be permitted, as hitherto. The 
wave-lengths of the four stations 
are to be widely separated, so that 
Usteners-in will he able to tune-i". 
any of the four stations without 
jamming one upon the other. The 
stations are to be owned a ncl op
erated hy a national broadcasting 
company, which will derive its in- 
eome from a proportion of the li
cense-fees collected hy the Gov
ernment from listeners-in, and 
from lirense-f. es issued to all 
dealers in radio goods. On the 
whole, the prospects a.re favour
able to the development of a re
markable boom in radio broad
casting, which will ows its popu
larity to the friendly endeavours 
of a far-seeing mid well-informed 
administration.

RADIO DIRECTION-FINDING.

Navigation in Fog.
In ideal weather for the par

ticular work in han. 1, the New 
Zealand Government steamer Tu
tanekai left Auckland on May 28 
for a demonstration with, her 
radio direction-finding apparatus. 
From every point of view the d-1- 
monstration was an unqualified 
success, the ship being navigated 
to Tiri throu(>’h dense fog, and, 
thanks to her appamtirn, makine 
a perfect land-fall.

This vessel, which is under the 
command of Captain J. Bollons, 
an enthusiast "•here radio direc
tion-finding is concerned. left 
Prince's Wharf at 9 a.m., Jiaving 
on boai'd representatives of the 
- hambcr of Commerce, the Har
bour Board, and the Merchant 
Service Guild. The nautical ad
viser to the JIarine D- partment, 
Captain G. Hooper, was on board, 
with his assistant. "aptain W. 
Whjtcford, and during the eight 
hours that the ship was away they 
had abundant opportunity of de
monstratin'!’ the operations of the 
ship's receiving Ret, and of ex
plaining its very simple mechan
ic m. Admittedly a fail- propor
tion of those making the trip rame 
on board as critics. but they l-• ft 
the ship fully persuade l that theii’ 
pi-cvious doubt-.- had gone by the 
hoard, and they were candid en
ough to make, frank admission of 
their new and enlightened atti
tude.

Feeling h- r way cautiously in 
the murk, the Tutanekai went 
clown the harbour. When between 
North Head and Bean Rock, Rhe 
di’oppcd anchor, and at once got 
into communication with the tem
porary radio station on Tiri.

In the Tutanekai's wheel
house, where is placed her receiv
ing apparatus. Captain Hooper 
ga.ve what in effect was a clearly- 
phrased lecture on radio direc- 
tion-finsling. Ho wor ■ one set of 
receivers over his ears, and in 
tum all of those present listened 
in.

The apparatus was subject to 
qiiadrantal error, said Captain 
Hooper, but that error was con

stant. There could be no error 
when taking a direction directly 
ahead, astern or abeam.

Asked about the use of the ap
paratus at long r•anee, < aptain 
Hooper said they had operated 
with it when 57 miles off the 
Three Kings, in a dense fog; and 
had come safely in and anchored. 
That, he said, was a tcJling indi
cation of their faith in it.

There were, said Captain Hoop
er, 88 ships running between 
Great Britain and the Unit -cl 
;- 'tates fitted with the apparatus, 
and as it was utilised between 
ship and ship, it had proved most- 
valuable in preventino collision.

A shipmaster remarked that if 
it were so pei-fect it was the duty 
of the Government to have. say. 
six such direction-giving stations 
along the N-‘w Zealand coast. To 
that Captain Hooper replied that 
a uything that assisted navigation 
they always helped along.

The tests at anchor completed. 
the Tutanekai got under weioh 
and hfaded towards Tiri. After 
clearing Rangitoto Beacon the fog 
was so dense thait the ship had to 
go n1 a very slow speed, niaking 
about two OL' thr<>e knots, and at 
times stopping and taking a cast 
of the lead. The direction of: Tiri 
was obtained immediately hy the 
apparatus, and the vessel kept hci' 
course solely hy the a.id of th- a p
pa ratus. The tidal streams de
flected the ship somewhat from 
her course, but this deflection was 
remedied from time to time by 
means of the direction-finder. The 
fog hung heavily over the water 
till the chip was within less than 
a mile of Tiri. As she steamed 
into clear w^thci' it was seen 
that her bow was pointing direct
ly for the mast of the radio sta
tion on the is land.

The chairman of the Auckland 
Harbour Board, Mr. H. R. Mac
kenzie, speaking after tea had 
been served, said he was satisfied 
the Government was doing the 
right- thing in its tests, and especi
ally so if it erected a station at 
Cape Maria Van Diemen. To Cap
tain Hooper he said: "Your word 
ha • been your bond, and you have 
proved your case."
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Finding Out What Circuit You Are Using

Amateur transmitting circuits 
go by such a variety of names that 
many amateurs ai’c themselves 
confused as to what circuit they 
are using. We ni’e indebted to 
Mr. A. W. Parkes for an article 
which appeared in tho April, 1924, 
issue of "QST,” which article ap
peals for tlw adoption of a stand- 
2L‘O system of classifying such cir
cuits. We avree with Mr. Parkes 
when he states that it would sim
plify the reading and the writing 
of radio articles dealing with 
transmitting circuits if amat urs 
adopted the system of a descrip
tive name based on the funda
mental circuits “Meissner,” 
"Hartley," and “Colpitts.”

In the article above-mentioned, 
the writer states that descriptions 
of circuits in use were obtain- d 
from amateurs all over the United 
States, and it was found on analy
sis that of 15G transmitting cir
cuits there "•ere 71 Hartley, 70 
Hartley-with-tuned- erid, 11 Col
pitts. and 3 odd circuits. But a 
great many of the 155 circuits 
were given under names which 
meant nothing : “ Sure-fire, ” “ re
versed feed-back,'' etc. “Why,” 
says Mr. Parkes, "speak of re
versed feed-back, when, the feed
back is always from the plate to 
the grid 1 If we term it a 'Hart
ley with tuned grid,' we will be 
more correct, and we will be more 
readily understood.''

The greater portion of Mr. 
Parkarticle is reproduced be
low.

In all the diagrams here shown, 
the metres, switches , and most of 
the filament circuits have been 
left out because they are unim
portant as far as an analysis of 
the oscillating system employed is 
concerned. One connection is 
made to the filam . nt, and in prac
tice this connection would go to 
the centre tap of a filament trans- 
formcr when alternating miT-- nt 

is used for filament lighting. A 
condenser would be joined aero - •s 
each half of the transformer 
winding. Headers will under
stand that the two arrow-headed 
wires shown on th, right-hand 
side in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 go to 
tile plate power source.

A System.
Since all oscillating circuits 

must contain a combination of In
ductance and Capacity tuned to 
the desired frequency, we can boil

our entire analy-is down to two 
factors—

1. Method of grid excitation: 
inductive or capacitive.

2. Method of Power Feed : series 
or parallel.

Note that wr have not included 
the method of coupling- to the an
tenna as a factor, because any of 
these circuits may be coupled in
ductively or conductively with
out changing their nature.

The Meissner Circuit.
Tn the Meissner circuit of Fig. 

1, note that the grid xcitation is 
obtained bv induction from the os
cillatory current in the antenna 
circuit. This grid feed may bn 
varied at will by changing the 
value of the coupling b< tween the 
grid and antenna coils. This cir
cuit is not at all popular with ain- 

aleui’s because it is very easy to 
set up "spurious" or "parasitic" 
oscillations when working at low 
wave-lengths, clue to the com
bined effect of inductive and cap
acitive coupling, which cause out- 
of-phase effects. However, the 
circuit is extremely flexible be
cause it requires very little change 
of coupling over a wide range of 
wave-length-., hence it is popular 
in the laboratory as a source of 
high-frequency current. It is 
convenient as an external hetero
dyne, for hunting down ha rmon- 
ics . or as a source of power when 
measuring antenna resistance, 
using the method described by Mr 
Albert F. Murray in the l\fay, 
1923, issue of "Qs T," which can 
b- obtained from the Circulation 
Department of that magazine.

The Hartley Circuit.
In the Hartley circuit of Fig. 2 

we couple the plate to the grid by 
means of the voltage drop across 
the reactance of the helix turns.

The Hartley circuit may g- ner- 
ate short-wave "parasitic.-,” but 
they are easily stopped by placing 
a very small choke coil in the 
grid circuit right at the grid

MEiSSNEH.(llo.WLLfL feu,)
- NOT qOOD, BUT SHOWN 

TOR COMPARISON ~
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binding post. .At Afr. Parke: sta
tion this happened. and the para
sitic wa: found clear at the lower 
end of the wave-metre scale,

where it was located on 50 rn etrcs ! 
As soon as the choke coil was in
serted the wave-length returned 
to normal, and no further diffi
culty was experienced. The grid 
choke was made hy winding 20 
turns of ordinary hell wire on a 
pencil.

Morecroft (Principles of Radio 
Communication, p. 502) explains 
that this also occurs when the na
tural frequency of the grid circuit 
is near that of the main oscilla
tory circuit. The valve may then 
oscillate at the frequency of the 
grid circuit instead of at th" pro
per frequency (and it may at 
times jump from 0110 to the other, 
rcma'rks th • Technical Editor of 
"QST").

The Colpitts Circuit.
In the Colpitts circuit of Fig. 4 

the voltage drop across the con
denser i is used for the grid ex
citation.. For this reason we call 
this a "capacity-coupled" grid 
circuit. The Technical Editor of 
"QST” lias pointed out that, a: 
we tune the antenna with the con
denser " C, " we also change the 
, alue of the grid coupling, since 
the voltao-e anoss the condenser 
changes ,rith its setting. This dis
advantage can he readily appreci
ated. Another great disadvan
tage of' the circuit is that (esp(•ci- 
ally with large valves) it is diffi
cult to obtain, a variable condens
er that will stand th e plate volt
ag: • an : 1 a.t the same time have low 
losses. Of course it is possibl < to 
leave the condenser alone and 
change the wave-length by vary

ing th e antenna c-lip on the helix, 
blit this, too, changes the grid ex
citation bt cause the voltage across 
the condenser changes not only 
with the antenna current, but 
also with the frequency ( wave
length).

Methods of Feeding-: The Plate 
Power Series Feed.

In the Meissner circuit of Fic. 
la... we have an example of series 
power feed. This means that tlw 
D.C. and the radio-frequcney A.C. 
components of the plate current 
flow through the same paths in 
the plate circuit (first going 
through the plate coil together, 
and then goino- to the source of 
plate power, where the A.C. may 
lje passed around the generator or 
transformer by a condenser, and

\olirH Tu^rnQ^ - ÇPa r a l l e l Teed 

(SenRATt Grid Loil 0nm UsE0

finally hack to the filament to
gether). ] n consulting Prof. J.
H. Morecroft on this subject, he 
says : ‘‘I can say that practically 
all of the ordinary circuits are 
capable of being adjusted to give 
equally fficient operation of a 
nhe. but those in which alternat
ing or pulsating currents flow rn 
the fewest circuits are best."

Parallel Feed or Shunt Feed.
Tn Figures 1 (h). 2. 3, 4 nnd 5 

parallel feed may he observed. 
Not ■ ■ that- always with parallel 
feed there must always be a radio
frequency choke roil (R.Fr . in 
the fig-ures) to keep the radio-fre
quency currents a way from the 
plate power supply, and a block
ing or stopping oncknser to keep 
the plate power out of the plate 
coil.

Differentiating Between ‘‘ Shunt ” 
and "Series" Feed.

The use of parallel (shunt) 
power feed, as compared "•itl, sr- 
ries feed may always be deter
mined in nny circuit by observing 
whether the power lead 1 o the 
ulate also carries the oscillating 
current. H it docs we say that 
we have series feed; if it carries 
the plate power only. and the os
cillatory current is led off an
other way, we say that we have 
parallel (shunt) feed.

A by-pass condenser around 
the source of plate power i al
ways needed for series feed, 
otherwise the oscillatory current 
will not go through, or else would 
damage the power source. With 
parallel feed it sometimes happens 
1hat some of the radio-frequency 
current oets hy the choke. Tn this 
case also the power source (gen
erator or transformer) must he 
protected by a by-pass condenser.

"Un-scrambling-" Amateur Cir
cuits.

Jn corn i>aring the Hartley cir
cuit of Fig-. 2 and the so-caiHed 
"Sure-fire" circuit of Fig. 3, we 
tind that the only difference be
tween them is that the "sure
fire" lias a tuned o-rid circuit—in 
other words, it is a “Hartley
wit h-t-uned-grid."

When working with a high-re
sistance antenna, the transmitter 
often refuses to oscillate until the 
grid circuit is tuned. However, 
this same thing can he accom
plished by using the proper val
ues of plate stopping condenser 
and radio-frequency choke, a
shown hy Mr. Prince of the Gen
eral Electric Company in the

R.Fr
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ley>witii-tiined-griel,” and the 
Reiiiartz are one and the same, 
used for different purposes. It is 
very interesting to draw circuits 
side by side in this fashion with 
the parts in the same relative 
position. The likenesses of cir
cuits mny then he easily ol iserved. 
Many “new” wonders will disap
pear if you- analyse them in this 
way.

In this discussion the term "re
versed feed-hack" has been used 
as by the amateur. not as by Bal
lantine, who applies it to an ar
rangement in which there is no 
inductive coupling between the 
Ireljx and the grid toil.

With reference to Fio-. 4, Col- 
pitts parallel feed circuit, the con
denser shown’ between the aerial 
inductance and the plate may be 
omitted in low-power sets.

(From "QS'r." April. 1924, pp.
26-28.)

PHONES WRONGLY CON
NECTED.

One of the easiest ways to ruin 
a pair' of phones is to leave them 
•onnected in th' wrmjg direction 
on a one or two stage audio am
plifier. There is a right and a 
wrong "•ay to connect phones, and 
if they are connected incorrectly 
they become demagnetized and 
lose their' sensitivity.

The befit way to tell which is 
the correct connection is to plug 
the phones in the second stage of 
amplification and tune in a loud 
signal. The phone caps should 
then be removed and one edge of 
the diaphragm should be lifted up 
about an eighth of an inch with 
the finger. When the phones ai'c 
connected in mm dirt etion a very 
much greater pull will be noticed 
than wlr<m connected in the other 
direction. At’t<^i- this has been de
termined some kind of a mark 
may hr placed on. the phone ter
minal that was connected to the 
plate of the tube when the o-reat- 
cr pull was placed upon the dia
phragm. and the phones should 
al ways be connected with the 
marked terminal to the plate.

SEEING ROUND THE WORLD.

In Ten Years.
‘‘ I am certain that television 1 

will be. accomplished in. 1924, 
otherwise seeing by wireless, and 
1 wij] stake my scientific reputa
tion on it,” Professor Fournier 
l'Albc, of London University, is 
reported to have said in a recent 
special cablegram to the Sydney 
"Sun."

Professor d’Albe invented the 
Optophone, an instrument to cn
a ble totally blind persons to read 
ordinary print, the needle peri
scope for trench warfare, and the 
tonoscope, an instrument for mak
ing speech audible to totally deaf 
persons.

"I think television, though 
somewhat crude at first, will be 
among the wonders of the Wemb
ley Exhibition." said, the Profes
sor, who has been working on th' 
problem and has reached the 
point where success is assured. 
Other scientists arc studying tltc 
problem, and there is the keenest 
com petition to he tltr first to con
struct a satisfactory apparatus. 
Professor d’Alhe’s most recent 
achievement is to perfect an ap
paratus by which photographs 
taken from au aeroplane may be 
transmitted by wireless to a Janel 
base.

"It is highly probable," said 
1hc Professor, "tltnt within five 
or ten .years an audience will be 
able to sit in a big hall and watch 
the Derby, a naval review, boxing 
matches in America, and even a 
hig battle, by means of moving 
pietni‘es projected on a screen at 
the moments the events happen. 
Explorers will carry television 
cameras in climbing Mount Ever
est. in penetrating to the Xorth 
Pole, or examining the ocean bed 
in submarines; and we, sitting in 
ordinary picture theatres, hun
dreds or tlrousanJs of rnilps away, 
wiII accompany them stP‘p by step.

'' As -far as vision is concerned, ’’ 
the Professor concluded. "as 
wireless waves can he relayed al
most i mlefi nitely, I sec no reason 
why w . , a decade hence, should 
not be nhl, to watch what is hap
pening on the other side of t Iw 
world.”
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SOLDERING HINTS FOR 
THE EXPERIMENTER.

If you are going to experiment 
with your wireless set, and add to 
it, and realise the jo; of making 
your own instruments, you will 
need a working knowledge of th , 
art of soldering.

Again, if your aerial wire snaps 
in the night, it is a bad policy to 
make a rouo-h join. The two 
strands should be soldered to
gether. Bad "joins" are fatal to 
good results 011 your receiver.

The most important thing in 
soldering is to nave the <mds you 
wish to connect clean.
• The presence of dirt will retard 
the fu-ion of the two metals, and 
so, before beating either of them. 
ascertain that they arc both scru
pulously clean.

You will require the following 
articles for your soldcrimr outfit.

A soldering iron, tin of Fluxite. 
a file, a stick of solder, some sand
paper, a pair of small, clean pli
ers.

With these materials in hand 
you are ready to start. First, 
heat the iron. Thi.s can be don" 
in a plumber's blow-lamp . or 011 
a gas-ring.

There is a certain temperature 
to which to heat the iron. and it 
is most important that this exact 
temperature is reached.

. This is the most difficult thin g 
the beginner will be cal I rd upon
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to judge. Experts an tell by the 
amount of green flame round, the 
hot iron; others withdraw the 
iron and judge by the "feel" of 
it when the palm of the hand is 
plaee i a few inches away.

Probably the mo .t reliable 
method is the following:

Withdraw the iron from the 
flame and dip it for a second in 
the Fluxite. Note whether the 
paste burns off at once or merely 
melts and runs ibout the surface 
of the hot iron. If the iron is 
ready for use, the paste will be
gin to fizzle at once, and the iron 
should not then be made any hot
ter.

The next thing is to "tin" the 
iron. Take a tile and file up one 
of the faces of th> iron from the 
point for about half an inch unul 
it is clean and. brioht.

Do this as quickly a.-- pos.ihle, 
so that the hot .'.urface does not 
have time to be affected by the 
air. Next clip the prepared part 
m the Fluxite amd i'ub it with a 
stick of solder which has also 
been clipped in the Fluxite. You 
may find that a piece of sal am
moniac to nib your iron on will 
help the "tinning" to t:ike better.

Yon will th,'ll have ;, coating of 
bright , melted solder, into which 
you can melt more and apply it to 
the work in hand as requir, cl.

Replace the iron, in the flame .
Now take the two wires to be 

joined and smear with F luxite; 
then remove the iron from the 
flame and make sure that the tin- 
nino- is still clean and bright.

Prepare enough .-older to en
able you to lip in it both pieces 
of the wire. Twi t them about 
until they arc well tinned. Dip 
the tinned ends in Fluxite, and 
with the clean pliers screw then, 
tightly to «ether. Finally, dip 
them in the melted solder again 
for a few minutes an] the job is 
clone.

Don’t buy too .-mall an iron, as 
one with a copper "bit" three 
inches long hy on- inch square 
"•ill retain the heat longer an] 
tenable you to do practical work, 
whereas a tiny bit will go colrl 
very rapidly and you will won
der why you cannot solder pro
perly.
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Radio Science
By “B.C.L.

New Zealand has already be
come famous throughout the sci
entific world through the attain
ments or achievements of such 
men as Professor Rutherford. the 
discoverer of the electron; Pro
fessor Bickerton, propounder of 
the "partial-impact" theory, and 
many others whose names will go 
clown to posterity. Therefore, 
welcome the Wellington Radio 
Science Leao-ue, which has been 
inaugurated with the avowed ob
ject of "concentrating its atten
tion on experimental work of a 
somewhat advanced character, 
anti to place its work on record in 
pap. r. which will be made avail
able for those who desire to con
sult them." Su< •h worthy inten
tions merit the utmost encourage
ment, for there arc many things 
in radio science which have for 
years been baffling the intellectual 
giants of' the world. The Wel
lington Radio Science League has 
adopted tile plan of forming the 
members into groups of seven in 
order to conveniently concentrate 
and co-ordinate the results of in
dividual research. This "wc-arc- 
seven’’ principle has found ex
pression, already. in one group of 
scientific i investigators, and an 
eager, expedant radio community 
is awaitin°' the compilation of the 
first paper. To the writer it 
.-eemed a quite unbecoming mod
esty that prompted tile announce
ment that Hie- existing group was 
restricted to seven members. T 
number many scientific experi
ment cis and inventors among my 
acquaintances, but confess that 
the only mw calculated to qualify 
for radio ‘‘experimental work of 
a somewhat advanced character" 
is too busily engaged upon devis
ing a contrivance upon which to 
strike mat. hes on. a radio set, 
without scratching the varnish of 

the cabinet, for the purpose of ex
amining dull-emitter valves, to as
certain. wh- tiier the filaments are 
all right. As the intricacies and 
obstacles to be overcome are so 
manifold, this experimenter does 
not expect to be fre<■ till the 
autumn of 1928 for other experi
mental work of a somewhat ad
vanced character. I could lay my 
hand on another man—but I for
got : he is not a radio investiga
tor. He is merely perfe<-ting a 
perpetual motion contrivan-•e, and 
J don’t know when he’ will be free. 
No; J am coiwintrd the "we are 
seven" policy is quite superfluous. 
Indeed, I must congratulate the 
founders of the’ League 011 having 
unearthed as many as seven quali
fied experimenters in such a rela
tively small community. 0f course 
in Wellington radio circles there 
are many who know a little about 
wireless and talk a lot about it, 

•and vice versa. But. to rope in 
st‘\ rn individuals who are really 
qualified to carry on "experimen
tal work of a somewhat advanced 
character" is indeed quite a for- 
tumite circumstance. It would 
be a pity if the newly-formed 
Wellington Radio Society pcrmit- 
t < d the papers of the Radio ci- 
ence League 1 o be hidden away in 
some dusty archives. Tt may be 
possible that an occasional paper 
would not he of a too advanced 
charaeter to render it unintelli- 
gi ble to the few select intellectu
als of the Pociety. The fields of 
radio research are illimitable, and, 
after all, the feeble, immature ef- 
fm-ts of Marconi, De Forest, Arm
strong, Fleming, Flewelling, Scott 
Taggart, Reinartz, Frank' D. Bell, 
1’rofessor Hazeltine, Albert Ed
ward Huia Simpson, Cockaday, 
and the rest of the bunch, have 
really reached a dead-encl One 
still lias to twist knobs. turn dials, 

and curse static till the perspira
tion oozes, merely to pick up some 
ridiculously adjacent broadcast 
station just across the other side 
of the Pacific.

Take the common or garden ra
dio valve. I say take it ; but take it 
carefully, or else anything up to 
£2, or even more, goes west. What 
the Wellington Radio Science 
League wants to do is to invent a 
valve with which you could play 
ping-pong with impunity. Then 
tltcrc 's static. "\vhat a field for 
experiment ! What is there to pre
vent us from tapping this un
bounded source of energy? There 
is a breed o-E static around Wel
lington that comes in strong en
ough to knock yom hat off. Could 
not th! • power be harnessed so as 
to lo some of the labour of this 
overworked htrnian race? Then 
there'?1 harmonics. Ask Mr. F. J. 
0'Neill, of 4YA, D 11 nedin, the dis
coverer of New Zealand harmon
ics. Why, any night in the week, 
it is scarcely safe to venture on 
thr ail- with your head 'phones on. 
The ether fairly bristles with har
monics, like a porcnpin. 's back 
Night after night one ean struggle 
through tile jungle of harmonics 
until all faith in mankind is aban
doned. Here is a chance for the 
resourcefulness of the "\"\7 ellington 
Radio S Sfienec League. Could not 
thene experimenters devise some 
method of tuning-in a harmonic 
so that by pressing a hutton one 
could give 1he proprietor of the 
harmonic sufficient high voltage 
to scoreh the Chinese laundry 
mark off his collar? These arc 
the things that really matter in 
radio. If the bunch of radio lu
minaries I have already mention
ed have reached a dead-encl, there 
is 110 reason why the Wellington 
Radio Science League should not 
progress further. H one desires 
to plumb the very depths of hu
man degradation, let him endeav
our to 1 nne-in a popular DX sta
tion when the park arc on the job. 
Howls? Dante's Inferno, Tophet, 
and a score of fire-engine syrens 
in one o-rand concerto are a mere 
berceuse or lullabf compared with 
the pandemonium which sur
rounds a DX broadcast carrier 
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wave. Talk about traffic regula
tions! Tf- the average motor road 
hog caused half the trouble on a 
highway as these miscreant: do in 
the ether, prosecutions would 
keep the magistrates workino
overtime. Can't the Radio Sci
ence League clean up this gang of 
valve-howlers? What about a 
"death-ray" for sweeping these 
abandoned characters of the 
ether? Yet these howling indivi
duals are «gentlemen in compari
son with the creature who inserts 
a buzzer in the earth circuit of his 
receiving set. Why could not the 
Radio Service League produce a 
cmitrvvanee for electrocuting the 
buzzer fiend the instant he press
es his keyl

Oh, those microphone.- !—broad
cast and amateur. They are all 
about the same. A microphone 
that will transform Charlie For
rest's cultured Wellington eolle o-e 
accent into that of a Yankee hobo 
should be relegated to the cham
ber of horrors among the things 
that used to he. Then, there is 
friend Jaques, possessed of the 
purest Dublin accent, who an
nounces from 2YK, the Dominion 
Radio Company. But what do we 
hear? Instead of Jaques’s dulcet 
voice we get an emery-paper 
counterfeit. What are the mem
bers of the Radio Science League 
going to do about it; While De 
Forest is fiddling around with a 
new idea in the form of a flame 
microphone, our own League can 
go ahead and show these profes
sional inventor.- the way. I am 
told there are something like 1,100 
wireless '' experimenters, '' includ
ing members of clubs, in Austra
lia. They are "experimenting” 
year in and year out, but I cannot 
ascertain the extent of th- ir 
achievements in tlie progress of 
the science of radio by this galaxy 
of talent. It. may be, however, 
that they have not concentrât  - cl 
their attention on experimental 
work of a somewhat advanced 
character. At all events, let us 
again welcome the Wellington 
Radio Science Lea o-ue. It her
alds a new era in scientific en
deavour. May success attend its 
labours.

TO PREVENT INTERFERENCE

One of the leading authorities 
in America has laid it down that 
40 per cent. of the efficiency of a 
receiving set is due to its opera
tion. Therefore one should, learn 
1 o operate a set properly, and 
without causing interference. 
Much of the present interference 
ran be eliminated if we show the 
owner how to operate his set 
(writes C. D. Tusha in the New 
York "Herald Tribune”). In 
general, all present-day receiver's 
( re 0’enerative. radio frequency, 
a nU mo:t of tli e "dynes ") have 
al least two control knobs. One 
of these knobs generally rovers 
wave-lcngths, while the other. 110 
matter "•hat it is labelled , covers 
regeneration. Regeneration is 
the building-up, reinforcing', or 
amplifying of received signals 
within the vacuum tubes. Re
generation carried too far causes 
the vacuum tube to sustain these 
amplified or reinforced signals 
and result: in the generation of 
radio frequency currents. This is 
called oscillation. Regeneration 
up to the point of oscillation will 
never cause any interference. 
What happens is that the regener
ation is carried a few steps too 
far nnd the rereiving tube starts 
to r .diate waves corresponding to 
the length at which the tuning 
controls are set. The receiving
set becomes a transmitting outfit.

We ran easily avoid this by set
ting the 'wave-length dial at any 
wave-length we desire to receive 
and bringing re«»eneration only 
up to the point of maximum sig
nals, avoiding oscillation.
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How to make a novice distin
guish between regeneration and 
oscillation is not an obvious affair. 
I would recommend that those of 
you who have receiving sets anJ 
do not know, take this suggestion 
and t ry it out on your own set.

When a Set Oscillates.
Set the wave-length dial and 

bring the regeneration up from 
the zero to the maximum position. 
As the regeneration is increased, 
using the right hand to turn the 
control, tap the wire leading to 
the grid of the detector or first 
tube, with the left hand. When 
the tube is exceeding the regen
erative point and has broken into 
oseillaition yon will hear a click 
or two elicks as you tap the grid 
connection. Sometimes yon can 
get the same effect by tapping the 
aerial binding post, but the grid 
is the only reliable eoiltact.

Supposing the left hand dial is 
wave-length. Turn this knob witl, 
your left hand. Turn a degree or 
two and then use the other dial 
( regeneration) with your right 
hand, and carefully bring the dial 
up to a. critic a l point of "maxi
mum" regeneration. This point 
may easily be distinguished after 
a little experience by the nature 
of the sounds in your loncl speak
er or phones. If you have gone 
too far in regeneration the receiv
ed signals will sound mushy. 
Back down the regeneration dial. 
Then leave it alone. You will (if 
you are human) try to improve 
things, hu. onee the set is tuned 
you can't improve things. Don't 
tun:■ with tlw rheostats. Try this 
new method to-night.
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Sidelines in Wireless
By Lt.-Col. Chetwode Crawley, RM.A., M.I.E.E., in "Modern Wireless"

t
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Until quite recently the trans
ference of energy by wireless waves 
could only be considered, from the 
commercial point of view, as a new 
means of telegraphic signalling, ap
plicable to the mobile communica
tions of ships and aircraft, as well 
as to the point-to-point communi- 
catiom, already catered for, to^ a 
great extent, by cables and land 
lines. This telegraphic application 
of wireless waves is still a child, 
and a very robust child, but it 
may be of interest to glance at other 
applications which as yet are only 
infants, some thriving, some weakly, 
but all of promise.

Broadcasting.
First and foremost among the 

infants is the application of broad
casting words and music for enter
tainment and instruction. There 
is no need to expatiate here on 
the rapid growth of broadcasting 
in this country, as it is common 
knowledge that what was a year 
ago theoretical possibility is now 
looked upon as a popular and almost 
commonplace form of entertainment. 
Not that we can yet grasp the 
potentialities of broadcasting. We 
are indeed only groping on the 
fringe of the most far-reaching 
discovery of our time, possibly of 
any time, and it would be as easy 
as it would be futile to let our 
imagination run riot on a world 
knitted together, through broad
casting, by a bond of universal 
intercourse and understanding. The 
most terrible war in history has 
given us, after all, only a League 
of Nations, such a league as may 
well sink into nothingness com
pared with a League to be born 
of wireless broadcasting. Just think 
of the great area and population 
of the United States of America, 
and realise that even now, after 
only a couple of years' experience 
of broadcasting, every man, woman, 
and child in that vast country eould 
listen with simple inexpensive ap

paratus to the words spoken by a 
single individual in Washington. 
What is to be the outcome of this 1 
Are there not indeed good grounds 
for saying that broadcasting is the 
most far-reaching discovery of our 
time in more senses than one 1

But we must leave broadcasting 
visions for a brief consideration of 
other sidelines branching off from 
the mainline of telegraphic com
munication.

Position Finding.
The sideline which is most de

veloped at the moment is that of 
determining the positions of ships 
and aircraft by wirele ■ •s waves, 
and the great potential advantages 
of such an arrangement for naviga
tional purposes are obvious. The 
position is determined by the oper
ator in the ship or aircraft taking 
bearings, by means of special wire
less receiving apparatus, on two 
or more fixed stations which ar• 
transmitting wireless waves, the 
point of intersection of the lines 
of the bearings, plotted on a chart, 
giving the position of the craft. 
Many ships and aeroplanes are now 
being fitted with this apparatus, 
and as experience is gained so are 
results attaining to greater relia
bility.

Positions can also be found by 
any ship or aeroplane fitted with an 
ordinary wireless installation. In 
these cases, however, the bearings 
can only be obtained from such 
fixed wireless stations as are fitted 
with directional receiving apparatus. 
All aerodromes have a station so 
fitted, but in this country there are 
at present only thuee stations, viz. 
Berwick, Flamborough and Lizard, 
available for giving bearings to ships 
For ship work, bearings sufficiently 
accurate for navigational purposes 
can usually be obtained, in the 
present state of development, up to 
distances of about 100 miles by day 
and 50 miles by night. The results 
obtained by the apparatus when it 

is fitted in a ship or aircraft are 
less reliable than when fitted in a 
fixed station, but, as already men
tioned, experience in the use of 
the system in ships is rapidly 
producing greater accuracy, and 
demonstrating to ship owners the 
great value of this new aid to 
navigation.

Wireless Beams.
There is another form of direc

tional apparatus of which only 
one example is yet in use, and that 
experimentally, viz, at Inchkeith in 
the Firth of Forth, though another 
is being installed on the South Fore
land lightship. From this station 
a rotating beam of wireless waves 
can be radiated, specific letters being 
signalled to signify the various 
directions of the beam. By this 
means a ship fitted with special 
wireless receiving apparatus coming 
within range of the beam, at present 
about 10 miler, can determine 
accurately its bearing from the 
station, and, roughly, its distance, 
the station acting, in fact, like a 
wireless lighthou e.

Experiments for sending beams of 
wireless waves over long distances 
are now in progress, and are pro
ducing very promising results. The 
advantages of such an arrangement 
would be, first, that as the radiated 
energy is concentrated in one direc
tion, instead of being emitted in all 
directions, less power, and there
fore less money, would be required 
to signal from one place to another, 
and secondly, that communication 
would be more secret, as the mes
sages could only be intercepted by 
ta.tion■ situated in the line of 

the beam, instead of, as at present, 
by any station within range, irre
spective of its position.

Wired Wireless.
A sideline of wireless telegraphy 

and telephony which has consider
able possibilities is " Wired Wire
less," an anomalous but expressive 
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title, so anomalous indeed that 
many prefer to u-e some other title 
such as " Carrier Current " tele
graphy or telephony. This system 
of communication was first achieved 
in 1911 by Major-General Squier, 
in the United States of America, 
and it is there and in Germany 
that it has been chiefly developed, 
though much has been accomplished 
with it in this country during the 
last few years. In fact it is really 
only during the last few yearq i.e., 
since the development of the ther
mionic valve, that the arrangement 
has become of commercial value. 
" Wired Wireless " consists, broadly 
speaking, of transmitting energy 
along a wire in the form of high- 
frequency currents similar to tho,-e 
used in wireless signalling. For in
stance, a line already in use for 
ordinary telephony may have a 
high-frequency current generated 
and modulated in it by a wireless 
telephone transmitter, the speech 
being received at the other end 
of the line, by a wireless telephone 
receiver, and a numher of trans
mitters and receivers can be used 
simultaneously on the same line 
by employing different frequencies 
for each communication. This system 
is being found of great value for 
providing .dditional communica
tions along ordinary telephone lines 
loaded to their maximum capacity 
.■o far as ordinary telephonic work
ing is concerned, and it is also com
ing into u ■•e for communication
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along lines which are being used 
for the transmission of electrical 
power. In fact, so far its chief 
practical application has been for 
communication along lines already 
in use, either for other forms of 
communication or for i-ome other 
purpose.

Wireless Pictures.

" Wireless Pictures " is a heading 
which has often appeared in the 
Pres-- of late, and a very interesting 
sideline it is, though it cannot yet 
be considered as a commercial 
proposition. One of the most 
promising systems of thir trans
mission of pictures or writing by 
wireless signals is that of the French 
scientist M. Belin, who succeeded, 
two years ago, in sending a telc- 
photographic message across the 
Atlantic. The tran amission by 
M. Belin's method occupies some 
minutes in building up the picture 
or message, so that it cannot rightly 
be called " television," which is the 
term used to signify the practically 
instantaneous transmission of a pic
ture, etc., as a whole, a problem 
which is still unsolved, though un
likely to r- main so for long. NL 
Belin uses at the transmitting sta
tion a cylinder on which the picture 
is engraved in relief. 'rhe cylinder 
i: rotated and a needle pressing on it 
rides up and down the little hills 
and valleys, like a gramophone 
needle, the alteration in pressure 
at the other end of the needle 
being arranged so as to alter corres
pondingly the strength of an electric 
current, which, in it-- turn, alters 
or modulates the continuous stream 
of wireless waves which are being 
radiated from the station. At the 
receiving station, these* modulated 
waves are made to influence a beam 
of light which is directed on to a 
rot .ting cylinder, covered with 
photographically sensitised paper, 
so as to produce light or dark shades 
corresponding to the little hills 
and valley - of the picture on the 
transmitting cylinder. Both cylin
ders are made to rotate at the 
same rate, and to move at the same 
rate along their axes, f o that at the 
transmitting station the needle 
traverses the area of the picture 
as does the beam of light in pro
ducing a replica of the pictuic on 
the receiving cylinder.

Wireless Control.
There are also many interesting 

sidelines which may be grouped 
together under the heading of 
“ wireless control." First amongst 
these in popular interest, if one 
may judge by the frequency of 
reports in the Press, are methods of 
navigating ship' and aircraft by 
wireless signals. Much has been 
written of the horrors of the next 
great w ,r, when this country, it is 
said, will be invaded by hordes of 
aircraft navigated by wireless from 
the enemy country, these aircraft 
releasing in the same way born bs 
of hitherto unheard of destructive 
power whenever desired. At the 
same time, apparently, all our 
ships will be --unk by torpedoes 
similarly guided by the master 
brain of the enemy. But even if 
such arrangements were to become 
practical on a large scale for one 
side, it must not be forgotten that 
in war there is always " the other 
fellow " who can use h.is wireless 
too, and it would be ju-t as ea:y, 
and unprofitable, to write at length 
of the facility with which the enemy's 
plans could be annihilated by wire
less signals sent from our own 
-tations. The following paragraph 
from a new spa per shows strikingly 
how wireless interference may pre
vent navigation by wirele--:;.

" The seven destroyers which 
wont a •bore on Saturday night at 
Pedernales, California, with the loss 
of twenty-three sailors, were un
able to find their bearing.- in a 
dense fog, because the air was filled 
wi h wireless messages about a 
freight steamer which had gone 
on the rocks at San Miguel Island, 
a few miles away.

" It is cu-tomary during a fog 
for warships to secure wireless bear
ings, but, lacking these, the des
troyers continued in line-ahead for
mation at twenty knots by dead 
reckoning."

But the fact remains that more 
or less successful experiments have 
been carried out with bombs loosed 
by wireless signals from aircraft 
navigated by wireless signals, and 
with torpedoes fired by wireless 
signals from -hipr- navigated by 
wireless signals, and there can be 
no doubt that such things will 
be done in the next great war, if 
there i *; to be a next great war, 
but certainly not on the large 
scale so often predicted.
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; The Care of the Telephones

(This article contains some very useful bints which should enable 
userr of telephone receivers to obtain longer life and better service from 

the headset-:. )

In the average amateur receiving 
station the telephones appear to 
come in for a great deal of neglect. 
The owner is generally satisfied if 
signals and telephony are reason
ably loud, but, as is often the case, 
additional amplification i s em
ployed unnecessarily. The tele
phones may be at the root of weak 
reception. although the blame 
usually attaches itself to come other 
portion of the apparatus.

When purchasing a pair of tele
phones great care should be exer
cised. It does not necessarily 
follow that the most expensive 
will be the best, or that the cheaper 
variety are not efficient. The
•afest rule to follow is that some
thing with a " name " is generally 
to be relied upon. When the two 
ends of a really sen -itive pair an> 
rubbed together a scratching sound 
will be heard in the receivers.

To those new to wireles- the 
difference.. between the two terms 
'• bigh " and " low ’’ resistance may 
not be understood. A high resist
ance pair, if not marked, a an usually 
be distinguished by the earpieces 
being filled in with a hard, glue
like substance. The ,reason for
this will be obvious later. For 
maximum efficiency the internal 
resistance of the phones (i.e., the 
resistance of the pole windings), 
must equal that of the detector 
with which they are med. Whether 
the latter be crystal or valve it 
will be of the order of several thou?' 
and ohms, and it therefore follows 
that the phones must possess very 
hio-h re i stanee also. Si nee they 0 ■ *d epend for their action upon 
‘•ampere-turns’’ it i s useless to 
use a few turns of high-resistance 
wire. In practice, many hundreds’ 
of turns of fine gauge wire are 
wound on the pole-pieces. It may 
Qe argued that many more turns 
could b, put on before the required 

resistance would be reached, if 
thicker gauge wire were employed, 
but it must be remembered that 
the larger the "ire the more bulky 
will be the receivers. This is, of 
course, an undesirable feature, as 
they must be essentially as small 
and light as possible to ensure com
fort when worn for long periods.

THE

LOG BOOK
AND GUIDE

FOR NEW ZEALAND 
RADIO AMATEURS

Is

NOW ON SALE
See Advertisement, bock cover.

.Z: h ..,, VL fh i^

In the ca-e of high-re-istance 
phones there is no disadvantage in 
connecting them directly in a crystal 
circuit, but it is a different matter 
when a valve is used as a detector. 
In this case a continuous current 
will be flowing throuo-h the windings 
and they may be subje. ted to 
potentials of between twenty and 
a hundred volts, or even more. 
The fine wire used has very thin 
insulation and is liable to break 
down, I'erultino- in a continuous 
crackling noise being heard. In a 
very short while after this occur’ 
the phone.- become utterly useless. 
The risk of shorts between adjacent 
turn’ and layers is to a certain 
extent minimised by pouring in 
some form of insulating substance 

such as shellac or paraffin wax and 
allowing it to cool. There is a pos
sibility of burrung them out through 
an accidental connection which sub
jects them to the full battery 
potential, and a certain risk of 
shocks to the wearer when certain 
parts of the apparatus be touched.

All these disadvantages can be 
overcome by using low-resistance 
phones and a telephone transformer. 
The transformer is merely an iron 
core over which is wound a primary 
and secondary. The high-resistance 
winding is connected in the place 
of high-resistance phones, to whose 
resistance that of the winding is 
equal. The low-resistance winding 
is joined in series with the low- 
reistance phones. Thus although 
the phones are of low re.-istance the 
rule of internal and external resist
ances being equal is still observed. 
The high-resistance winiling can be 
of relatively thick, well insulated 
wire, since the size of the transformer 
is not such an important consider
ation. The windings of the phones 
themselves may also be more robust, 
the ampere-turns being made up by 
increased current strength. Not only 
will they be v- ry much less liable 
to break down, but both phones 
and wearer will be entirely insulated 
from the rest of the apparatus. 
To a great extent the extremely 
irritating alteration of tuning which 
occurs when directly connected 
phones are useel, and a movement 
is made by the operator, may be 
prevented.

When a transformer i.- used, in
stead of the received rectified im
pulses passing directly through the 
telephones they flow through the 
high-resistance winiling, and as the 
current ri ’e-- and falls so does a 
magnetic field which it creates. 
This field affects the low-resistance 
•winding and induces a current in 
it, which ri-es and falls at the same 
rate as that in th - detector circuit.

Telephones should never receive 
hard knocks, such a • may be 
caused by dropping, etc., or their 
sensitivity will be greatly reduced. 
The pole-pieces arn permanently 
magneti -eel to a certain extent 
and a shock will de-troy this mag- 
neti.-m. Some types have the 
diaphragm supported by a reed, 
with an adjusting crew at the 
back. This- ’hould be interfered 
with as little as possible, for it is

I
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an easy matter to " over-adjust " 
and break the reed.

When using phones in a valve 
circuit there is a right and a wrong 
way to connect them. While current 
in one direction will assist the 
magnetism of the poles, a reverse 
current will in time totally de
magnetise them. This applies, of 
course, to directly connected phones. 
The ends should be marked. (This 
is done by the makers in some cases, 
but the majority are not marked 
at all.)

If at any time there is reason to 
suspect the telephones, their mag
netism can be tested and if con
siderably weakened, the diaphragms 
will not stick. In some makes there 
is a small gap designed to protect 
the winclings from any sudden high 
voltage impulses such as may be 
occasioned by lightning, induction 
from nearby transmitters, and ac
cidental connection across the high 
tension. The points should be set 
as close as possible without touch
ing, and examined periodically to 
see that no dust or moisture has 
caused them to be shorted. It is 
a good plan to have two pairs 
in use, changing them directly 
moisture begins to accumulate 
through wearing, and a bent or 
dented diaphragm should be im
mediately replaced.

Always remember that a pair 
of telephones requires as much 
careful handling as a valve. They 
are almost as delicate, and certainly 
more expen sive when a replacement 
is needed. Every hard knock means- 
a few more miles off their range.

RELIABLE BOOKS
Radio Frequency Amplifiers, and 

How to Make Them, Avery
2/- Post Free

How to Make Radio-phone Receiving 
Sets, Lacault 2 /- Post Free

Radio Simplified, Kendal ancl
Koehler 6 /- Post Free

How to Make Your Own Broadcast
Receiver, Scott Taggart

1 /9 Post Free
Radio For All, Gernsback

11 /6 Po t Free
Construction or Crystal Receivers, 

Douglas 2j 3 Post Free

L.M. Isitt Ltd. & Alex Wildey Ltd.
The Radio Bookshop, 

112 Cashel Street, Christchurch

RADIO KNIFE IN BLOODLESS 
SURGERY NOW.

Radio moved its tubes and con
densers, its variable couplers, and 
its crazy quilt vocabulary into a 
white tiled operating room at the 
Alexian Brothers' hospital recent
ly claimed the knife from the 
rubber-gloved hand of Dr. Louis 
E. Schmidt, and demonstrated the 
newest in surgical technique—the 
bloodless operation.

Two major operations—and the 
only sharp instrument used was 
the needle for sewing up the wound. 
Radio high frequency waves like 
those that clog the ether every 
night, but this time caught and 
narrowed to a steel point a third 
as large as a pencil—radio was the 
answer. No stunt affair of jazz 
broadcast for jaded hospital nerves, 
but cases of life consequence to the 
patients.

May Kill Cancer.
In the opinion of surgeons, the; 

" radio knife,'’ which is not a knife 
but looks more like a knitting
needle, may cause a small revolu
tion in the operative treatment of 
certain diseases. By its inventors 
it i s claimed as one of the most 
succc’sful means of excising cancer
ous growths. The child's toy, and 
grown man's hobby of to-day, they 
say, may hark back to the “SO S " 
that first flashed from a ship at 
sea, and become again a saviour 
of humanity.

In the simplest of language, as 
explained by W. H. Dodge, repre
sentative of the laboratory that 
perfected the new dev!ce, a low 
power radio transmitting set is 
used to generate the current. The 
" knife " forms one terminal. The 
other is applied to the patient. 
The human tissue offers resistance 
to the pas> age of the current when 
the knife is applied. The re^tance 
causes heat. The knife burns itself 
through skin, fat, and muscle as 
quickly and without the necessity 
of pressure as though one were cut
ting soft butter.

Heat It Great.
More technically, the set is equip

ped with two 40-watt power tubes 
and condensers. The current oscil
lates at the rate of 40,000 cycles 
per second. The tension is 800 volts

at 50 milli-amperes. The heat
developed, though it has not yet 
been accurately measured, is great 
enough to fuse brass.

The new Imife, as Dr. Schmidt 
and his assistant, Dr. A. J. Woch- 
inski, used it yesterday, seared the 
tissue for only a depth of perhaps 
a thirty-second of an inch on either 
side of the wound. It is the searing 
which makes the operation prac
tically bloodless. It is the searing 
which is sought in certain operations 
for cancer, in the hope that it will 
seal in cancer cells which otherwise 
might run through the blood and 
lymph streams.

Dr. Schmidt operated on two 
men with cancer of the bladder 
recently, but the blood might have 
been caught in a few tablespoons.

Beside the operating table stood 
a cabinet, closely resembling the 
receiving set of the ordinary radio. 
In his hand the surgeon held the 
" knife," set in a rubber handle, 
a cord leading from it to the cabinet. 
Another cord is attached to a sheet 
of tinfoil on which the patient lies.

Delicate Work Possible.
" Very delicate operations are 

possible with this new instrument," 
declared Dr. Schmidt after the 
second patient had been wheeled 
away. ' ’ It will by no means replace 
the surgeon's knife, and it is too 
early to make any preclictions for 
its ultimate success, but from 
present evidence it will be an ex
tremely valuable addition to the 
list of surgical instruments."

And here is another notable 
thing : Radio fans within a score, 
perhaps a hundred miles of this 
new machine will hear a strange, 
wild, new static every time the 
" knife " is used.

New Zealand Wireless 
and Broadcasting News

Free for 12 Months
Secure four annual rnbscriptions 
amongst your friends and on 
receipt of names and add1esses 
with the 50/- you receive, we will 
post you a free copy for twelve 

months.
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1 The British Broadcasting Co.'s Position i 
i tBy P. P. Eckersley, B.Sc., Chief of the British Broadcasting Company4

I have been asked to make 
a short statement as to the 
position, policy, and possible future 
of the B.B.C. First, it is interesting 
to review the situation as it stands 
to-day.

The crux of the matter appears 
to be that the views of two main 
sections of the wireless community 
are not coincident; the experi
menter on the one hand wishes to 
experiment, the ordinary buyer of 
a B.B.C. set wishes to enjoy the 
wireless concert as a concert. not 
as a scientific feat.

But again there are two types 
of experimenter, the genuine and 
old-established, and the pseudo ex
perimenter who uses his self-given 
title as a means to an end.

Let us first consider the position 
of the genuine experimenter, or 
"amateur,” as he is sometimes 
calied.

At first it might appear that he 
has been. badly treated. He, and 
he alone, brought about broad
casting. With petitions and propa
ganda he bombarded the authorities 
until the Writtle transmissions were 
started (10 minutes telephony a 
week was the original grant). The 
Writtle transmissions heralded the 
B.B.C., and suddenly the amateur 
finds that the genii he has sum
moned up have become unruly, and 
may, he thinks, turn unkind at any 
moment.

On behalf of the B.B.C. let me 
say once and for all that this com
pany is kindly disposed towards 
the amateur, and more, the amateur 
now has facilities for experiment
ing greatly in excess of those he 
had formerly.

I would put forward to your 
readers the suggestion that if they 
will concentrate on the que-tion 
of the reproduction of really good 
quality of speech in their receivers 
rather than concentrating on ultra
sensitivity they will be going a 
long way towards appreciating 
broadca sting in its proper aspect.

Turning now to the pseudo ex
perimenter, to the man, in fact, 
who sees no way of listening-in 
except by making his own set, we 
arrive qt a very difficult situation. 
He probably tries to get a license, 
fails, and does without.

I sympathise with him ; he 
would like to " listen-in." A simple 
way presents itself to him, and 
he avails himself of the opportunity.

I would put it to all your readers 
who " don't see why they shouldn't," 
and who "couldn't afford a B.B.C. 
set," that they may see the fallacy 
of their arguments if they apply a 
simile.

Jones likes motoring very much. 
Is this to say that because he has 
a most excellent opportunity of 
taking out someone else s car for 
a run he should do so ? The owner 
is away and 'no one would know," 
and "he can't afford a car of his 
own," and '’ he doesn't see why 
he shouldn't.' '

Surely the fallacy is obvious, and 
for the time being " listening-in " 
must be looked upon as a hobby 
which, like motoring, or photo
graphy, or the cult of the super
gramophone, must be paid for.

Lastly, it is unfortunate that 
the dishonest are also ignorant, 
and have the power to upset our 
concerts by the illicit use of re
action. I appeal to their sense of 
fairness, and would ask them to 
realise that not only are they steal
ing property not theirs, they are 
also for their own selfish ends 
destroying other people's pleasure.

The Post Office is, however, try
ing to arrange matters to make it 
possible for all to listen-in while 
giving us fair revenue.

The Revenue of the Company.
There has been a good deal of mis

apprehension regarding the financial 
position of the British Broadcast
ing Company. It i--' assumed be
cause certain large firm.« are as
sociated with the company that 
it has endless wealth behind it, 

and that it can wed afford to allow 
all and sundry to do what they like 
in the wireless world.

The British Broadcasting Com
pany is not yet in a satisfactory 
position financially ; it has a capital 
of £100,000 divided into £1 shares, 
and membership of the company is 
open to every bona-fide British 
manufacturer of wireless apparatus. 
Already hundreds of firms have 
applied for membership. It is esti
mated that the cost of equipment, 
installation and operation of each 
station will be £20,000 per annum. 
Six stations are in operation, two 
more are contemplated.

We have, as you know, two 
sources of revenue. We get half 
of the fee from each license issued 
by the Post Office ; secondly, we 
receive approximately IO per cent. 
of the wholesale selling prices of 
the sets which bear the B.B.C. 
stamp.

We have been in existence long 
enough to know that our anticipa
tions regarcling revenue are a long 
way from being realised. There are 
a great many sets in existence for 
which the owners have not even 
a license, and consequently those 
people are listening-in to our pro
grammes without payment of any 
kind. Further, we know from the 
manufacturers of wireless apparatus 
in the country that a vast num hier 
of sets have been sold which are 
not of the approved type, and con
sequently which do not pay any 
revenue to the British Broadcasting 
Company except 5s. a year, half 
of the license fee (if there is a 
license). It is a matter of con
jecture, of course, as to the exact 
number of illegal sets there are in 
existence, but in one district we 
have been informed on reliable 
authority that there are five illega J 
sets for every set bearing the B.B.C. 
stamp. I should not go so far as 
to maintain that this percentage 
is general throughout Great Britain . 
but I am on safe ground in making 
the statement that the number of 
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non-B.B.C. sets in existence, for 
the construction of which no experi
mental license was obtained, is far 
in excess of the number of genuine 
listeners-in.

I do not, of course, wish to mise 
a cry of panic. The Brith-h Broad
casting Company is bound to con
tinue di-charging its fun - tion. but 
the financial position i ■• meh that 
it will not be possible for us to 
give concerts of the standard which 
we desire for the .•■uccess of broad
casting, unless matters considerably 
i mprove.
Programmes.
As regards actual programmes 
we can maintain, I think truly. 
that we have given you excellence 
and variety. If our financial pos ition 
improves, and we can obtain a 
revenue in proportion to the num
bers of those who are enjoyincr our 
shows, then, and then only, wilI 
we be able to improve the quality 
of our programmes ; we are natur
ally not inclined to b■ satisfied 
we want to get better and better.
Technical Problems.

One of our chief aims and object.-- 
is to make reproduction perfect. 
We are slowly improving our quality, 
but I would point out to many that 
nothing destroys our pre -tigc more 
than the actions of certain people 
who give demonstrations with crude 
apparatus: crudely handled. Any
one with the sljghte t . ■ en-e can 
receive something from a broad
casting station ; it requires con
siderable skill to get the quality 
really good. Thus, although again
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we may radiate perfect quality 
transmi-■■ions, these may be ruined 
by ignorance on the part of the 
pseudo experimenter, who knows 
nothing of the subject really.

We are tackling the problems of 
interference in a very rerious spirit, 
and though it may be some time 
before we cure it entirely, we still 
•hall try our utmost to mitigate 
the nui ance that is spoiling -o 
many of our transmissions.

Possible Future.
If we have full public support 

there is no encl to the possibilities 
of broadca -ting.

We have not started on half the 
•cbeme • we have in mind, it being 

difficult enough to keep things 
running at the moment.

By broadcasting grand opera 
from the actual theatre in which 
the performances were taking place 
we have shown that in Great Britain 
we arc at least a. ■ far advanced on 
tho technical Aide of broadcasting 
as they are in America. The possibili
ties of broad ■ a -finer are limitless. 
We hope to have permanent cables 
lnid down to all sorts of places. 
There i-- a public demand for the 
broadcasting of certain public func
tions. There nre many great events 
pending of world-wide interest and 
we should ljkc to broadcast them, 
but it must always be understood 
that we cannot ourselves make the 
final decision in the. - e matters' For 
example, we made strenuous efforts 
to broadca < the King ’ s Speech, 
but for omc reason unknown to 
us permis-ion wa refu.-ed.

D ate__

This List will 
Interest You!

The following is a list of some of 
the principal features in previous 
issues of this magazine. One of 
these articles, wrUch cover various 
subjects, may contain the informa
tion you particularly desire :—
N.Z. Govt. Radio Regulations
N.Z. Fire Underwriters' Radio In

stallation Rules
How to Make a Short-wave Radio 

Telephone Receiver ,,
Wireless Time Signals
High Frequency Amplification 
Accumulators—Faults in
British Broadcasting 
What is Broadcasting ? 
How to make a Crystal Holder 
How To Listen-in
Regeneration in Terms for Laymen 
Complete Receiving Station 
Valves
Factors Affecting the Range of Radio 

Transmission
Wireless Receivers
Home Built Sets—What is Required 
Variometer Tuning 
Aerials
Tuning Methods—Rival Claims 
Simple Wireless Phone Transmitter 
Radio Telephony and Broadcasting 
How to Gain Selectivity 
Wireless Direction Finding 
Symbols used in Diagrams 
Adjusting Sets for Wireless Concert, 
Valves with Dull-emitting Filaments 
Short Wave Transmission 
Electrons and Wireless 
Dual Amplification 
Re-Radiation
Low-Power Transmitting Set
The Professional Radio Operator 
Frame Aerials in Radio Reception 
Call Signs on Ship Stations 
Receiving the Short Wave-Length 
Princ:ples of Radio-Telephony 
Cock-a-day Four-Circuit Tuner 
Antenna Resistance 
Construction of Small Fixed Con

densers
Single Tube Reflex Receiving Set 
Design of Aerials for Short-wave 

Transmission
Copies of issues containing these 

articles are sti 1 obtainable from :

L. T Watkins Ltd.
115 Taranaki Street, 

WELLINGTON.
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> The Man Behind the Microphone |
♦ — I

How He will Entertain Australia i

If Henry Lawson had lived a few 
years longer the vast outback of 
Australia, which he knew and loved 
so well, would have presented a 
new aspect for him to portray in 
imperishable ver,- e (says a writer in 
" Radio.”)

Lawson painted many fascinating 
word pictures of Australian life. A 
first-hand knowledge of i Is lone
liness and i.-- olation, and a close 
association with people who are 
born, and live, and die, in the vast 
bushland of our Continent provided 
him with the material which he 
used so well. Countless thou sands' 
were inspired by what be wrote, 
and if he did not actually succeed 
in eliminating the social distinction 
which eparate.- country and city 
folk he at least did his share to
wards it.

There is something strangely fas
cinating in the contemplation of a 
peaceful existence " far from the 
madding crowd," but the scales 
fall from the eyes when one comes 
face to face with the stern, reality. 
" Hills look green in the distance ’’ 
is a .rrusm when applied to the so- 
called pleasure.- of life outback.

To one who ha- tasted of city 
life with its comforts, conveniences, 
and, above all, its up-to-dateness, 
rural existance soon palls. There 
are no daily new -papers to tell 
of world doings, no concert halls 
where onu may feast on song and 
music, and no picture shows to 
flicker stories for the amusement 
and educ ,tion of those who are 
destined to enjoy but little change 
from their more or ]ess monotonous 
existence. And yet Australia could 
not do without the.se men and 
women—they are the backbone of 
our country. Small wonder if at 
times they become tired of their 
cheerless lot, and turn to scenes that 
contrast pleasantly with those to 
which they have grown so accus
tomed .

Radio Solves the Problem.
The people of outback Australia 

may not yet realise it, but a cure 
for their solitude and isolation is 
at hand. Radio broadcasting, which 
has banished the gloom from millions 
of homes in America and England, 
has been launched in Australia. 
That it will establish a link here 
between, the capital cities and the 
interior, as it has done in other 
countries i,~ beyond question. No 
country in the world stands so 
much in need of a broadcasting 
service as Australia, and, by the 
same token, none will welcome it 
more or make greater use of it.

Home Life Transformed.
One can imagine what a trans

formation will be effected when, 
instead of a group sitting in 
meditative silence, listening to an 
oft-told story, or maybe shuffling 
a well-worn pack of cards, the in
terest is centred in a radio receiving 
ct which occupie.- pride of place 

on the table. In fancy one can 
see the half-dozen members of the 
family seated around that table 
each wearing head 'phones. Their 
faces beam with expectancy as the 
hands of the clock point to the 
hour when, according to schedule 
the broadcasting station in the 
distant capital city is to commence 
transmitting. They are not dis
appointed. Clear and distinct., and 
in well modulated tones comes a 
voice which, judging by its quality 
and volume might be at the end 
of a landline a few hundred yards 
away. The first message it delivers 
is a general report of the State 
weather conditions, followed by a 
forecast for the ensuing twenty- 
four hour.'. Very frequently that 
message is of vital importance to 
rural , -ettlers, and in every case 
it constitutes one of the items the 
man on the land wants to know. 
Later it i - followed by a summary 

of the news of the clay, which in 
ordinary circumstances, would take 
a week to reach many localities. 
Thanks to raruo, however, the 
man in the Never Never who has 
subscribed to a broadcasting station 
will be on practically the Same 
footing as his friend in close proxim
ity to a big city. Not the least im
portant part of the programme 
is still to come. The vocal and 
musical items, which act as a 
tonic to jaded nerves, form the 
major part of the entertainment. 
Radio broadcasting will make it a 
nightly affair, and when the man 
behind the microphone bids his 
unseen aaruence a cheery good
night he will have spread brightness 
and happiness in homes which 
deserve well of Australia.

IN ‘‘THE ISLANDS.''

The need for better communica
tion facilities between the Islands 
in the Pacific has long been ap
parent, but during the past year 
several wireless stations have been 
installed and others are under 
consideration. The latest link is 
the erection of a type F. station 
by Amalgamated Wireless (Aus
tralasia), Ltd., to the order ot 
Messrs. Burns, Philp and Co., at 
Tarawa in the Gilbert Group. The 
distance to Ocean Island radio 
station is approximately 240 miles 
and advices state that it is giving 
excellent results. The New Zea
land Government is linking up the 
Cook Islands by wireless and es
tablishing stations at Aitutaki and 
Maugaia. The plant is now in 
Wellington and will go forward 
by the "Mmmganui" to Rara- 
tonga, where it will be overhauled 
by the Superintendent, who will 
proceed immediately to the two 
islands in company with the Over
seer of Public Works to install it. 
This outfit will assist enormously 
in reducing running costs and ex
penditure, as shippers at the 
Islands will be kept in constant 
touch with the steamers as they 
pass through the group and will, 
of course, be advised early of their 
tirnr of arrival.
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Radio Bug-ology ♦

One of the Craft Sends in a Letter to “ Radio News ” t

I have been a wireless ‘‘ham'' 
for several years now, and conse
quently have had a good deal of 
experience. It seems to me that 
if we old-timers would only tell 
each other about our stations, our 
experiences, and our little trials 
and triumphs, it might do a good 
deal toward the advancement of 
the art in amateur circles.

(Echo answers, "It might— 
not.")

For this reason I am about to 
describe the more unique parts oJ' 
my station and some of the little 
difficulties that I have overcome. 
In the first place, my aerial is oJ’ 
the well-known inverted "O'' 
type, made of stranded doorbell 
wire. As the method of strand
ing is rather original I shall deal 
with it more fully. When I pur
chased the wire it was not strand
ed, but became stranded after I 
put it up. To be more explicit, 
after 1 got it up the pulleys 
jammed, and as yet I have been 
unable to get the darned thing 
down.

Nicely stranded, eh, what 1
As for insulators, I at first used 

small pieces of brass rod, but find
ing them rather unsatisfactory, I 
later discarded them iu favour of 
short sections of broom handle. 
Efficiency at any cost is my motto.

When I first took up wireless I 
experimented a good deal with 
crystal detectors, but am now 
using a vacuum tube of my own 
design. The following are some 
of the crystals I ha vc used—gale
na, carborundum, radiocite, zine- 
ite, bornite, cerusite, hugmetite 
and settemalite, but l find my nrw 
bulb to give the best results.

This hulb, which i.-. quite a de
parture from basic principles. con
sists of a small glass tube, open at 
one encl, and carefully filled with 
vacuum. After the tube is filled 

the open encl may be plugged up 
with a small cork to keep the dust
out . but this is not absolutely ne- 
ces- ary. The vacuum is th . same 
kind as is used for vacuum, clean
ers and may b- pm chased in 
liquid or powder form at the near
est drug store. 1 have found the 
liquid vacuum to be rather unsat
isfactory, as it has a tendency to 
"spill" over unless the cork is in 
tight. Due also to its clamping 
effect upon the incoming wages, it 
is rather poor for C.W. reception. 
Ry merely substituting a good

TO WIRELESS 
ENTHUSIASTS
The Editor w.il ba pleased 
to receive reports, and hear 
of results obtained in any 
part of New Zealand :: ::

"nerve tonic" for the vacuum the 
result will be an excellent trans
mitter bulb for tonic train trans
mission. But Jet us continue. As 
I experi-•need a good <lea l of diffi
culty in securing a plaii' small 
enough to go into the tube, T re
sorted to using a small china sau
cer, which gave gratifying I'rsults. 
Whenev- ‘r the bulb spilled over it 
spilled into the saueer, and thus 
nothing was lost.

As everyone knows, while thi' 
bulb is in operation, ions jump off 
the filament and gather on the 
plate, or rather saucer, which soon 
g-cts all cluttered up with them. 
When this happens" 1 he tubr 
should he uncorked and the sau- 
eer taken out and washed 
in warm water. The other day 
an unusually large ion struck the 
saucer with such velocity that it 
broke it. Due to the high cost of 

china, 1 have been careful to pre
vent a repetition of this accident. 
Taking last ‘inturdav afternoon 
off, I "•ent out into the woods, 
where 1 surrounde-l, and after a 
short struggle captured, a number 
of small holes. After carefully 
chloroforming these, l spent all 
Saturday night binding them to
gether with copper wire. The re
sult was not unlike fine mosquito 
netting. I fastened this “grid.” 
as I have christened it, around the 
filament, and now all the ions are 
strained, thus eliminating any 
which might be large enough to 
damage the saucer.

In. closing l would like to ad-l 
this piece of warning: don't use 
honeycorn -) coils with an audion. l 
did once and got stung. This is 
how it happened. Two weeks ago, 
l bought a nice new honeycomb 
(•oil, all fresh and dripping with 
honey. As soon as I g-ot it home 
every blessed bee swarmed out of 
my "B" battery and started to 
buzz around the coil. Now a "B" 
battery is no good if all th -■ bees 
have left it, so l started to put 
them back. an l in doing so I got. 
stung. Since then I have used 
duo-lateral coils and have had no 
further trouble with the bees. 
They sing nice duos!

Hoping this may be of assi-t- 
ance to those who contemplate 
building- th-ir own apparatus. T 
remain. undampt,

G. RTDLEAK- V.T..
Lunatic As vlum.

WEST COAST
RADIO HAMS

We can supply all your 
Radio wants.

Full Stocks of SETS and 
PARTS to choose from.
Send us your enquiries 

NOW.

Tomlinson & Gifford 
— LTD. — 

Revell Street - HOKITIKA
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lue to charging or magnetising 
:he apparatus should be consid- 
Jred in parallel with the primary 
.mpedance.

Due to the large difference in 
■he internal impedance of the out
put and input circuit of a valve, it 
is essential for good amplification 
to use apparatus to match the im
pedances.

A transformer is generally used 
for this purpose; and as the ener
gy to be amplified is of au dio-fre
quency, the transformer should 
have an iron core.
• The amplification per stage is 
defined as the ratio of the signal 
voltage applied to the second 
valve (V) to that applied to the 
first valve (v); i.e..

V
V

The consideration of this ampli
fication per stage is complicated 
by the requirement of distortion
less amplifi cation, which demands 
that

(1) anode current-grid volt
age characteristic of valve be Jin- 

made for minimum iron losses and 
minimum leakage.

The grid potential should be ad
justed so that its mean potential 
lies in the centre of the anode cur
rent-grid voltage characteristic. 
The filament temperature and an
ode voltage must be sufficiently 
high to ensure saturation shall 
not occur, and the peak of the sig
nals cut off.

Re (2), the transformer must 
be built to have a flat frequency 
characteristic over the range re
quired by the proper design of 
the windings and magnetic cir
cuit. This requirement is met 
with a large iron section and a 
large number of turns . due allow
ance being made for the normal 
anode -urrent which is producing 
flux.

(3) 'The normal grid voltage 
should be such as to ensure that 
the. most positive portions of the 
signal shall not cause an appreci
able current. If grid current were 
permitted to flow, distortion 
would be caused, for two reasons:

(a) Current which should pass 
to the anode circuit is di
verted to the grid;

(b) The input voltage is low
ered, due to the drop across 
the secondary winding of 
the transformer.

Foi’ these reasons it is neces
sary to connect one end of the 
secondary to the negative pole 
of the filament battery, or to in
clude small dry cells in the cir
cuit. connected to increase the 
negative potential of the grid.

To secure maximum voltage per 
stage, tlio effective impedance of 
the primary of the transformer 
and output of the valve should be 
about equal, and the secondary 
winding should consist of as many 
turns as practicable, so that the 
largest voltage step-up is obtain
ed. Fortunately, it is not neces- 
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sai'y to match impedances exactly, 
and no great effort to do this 
should be made.

The secondary voltage is limit
ed through the self-capacity and 
resistance of the "•indings and 
through magnetic leakage and 
iron losses. With careful design 
of the iron circuit, and the dis
position of the windings, the loss
es due to the latter cause may he 
made negligible. The iron core 
should be made of laminations 
having high permeability and low 
losses. The transformers, to be 
small in size, are wound with a 
large number of turns of fine wire, 
and the resistance losses may be 
ONLY reduced by increasing the 
size of the transformer. which is 
not economiea l.

Self-capacity is reduced by 
spacing the layers of the windings 
and by choosing the right ratio of 
winding depth to winding length.

‘rhe secondary winding consists 
of many more turns than the pri
mary, but the number on second
ary winding cannot be increased 
indefinitely, because beyond a cer
tain range there is no further in
crease in secondary voltage.

When "R" type valves are used 
a usual rate is 1—4.

The impedance of the valve may 
be changed by varying the fila
ment brilliancy and H.'r. voltage 
and by grid potential variation.

It is therefore apparent that 
for good ampiification, and in par
ticular. for minimum distortion, 
the transformer used to couple 
the detector valve and the next 
low-frequency valve would have a 
very large primary winding. The 
ratio of a correctly-designed 
transformer for this purpose 
would probably not > xeecd 1 to 11 
oi' 2.

The impedance of the last L.F. 
valve is very much Irss under nor
mal conditions than that of the 
detector valve; therefore the pri
mary winding of the transformer 
in the anode circuit need not have 
so many turns, but the wire 
should be larger to carry the 
heavy current. High ratio trans
formers should be avoided. It iH 
better to use a transformer with 
a larg• ■ number of primary turns 
and a small ratio, than one with 
comparatively few primary turns 

and a high ratio. The latter 
transformer would result in a re
duction instead of a step-up of 
voltage.

A good L.F. transformer, then, 
will consist of windings which 
will carry the working currents 
without overheating and undue 
losses; therefor • , the transformer 
will be large and the insulation 
must be good.

The iron core will have a large 
cross-section. for obvious reasons. 
The size, current-carrying capaci
ty of windings, their insulation 
resistance, and their ratio . are the 
points to be especially noted 
when about to purchase LF trans
formers. A knowledge of the re
sistance of the windings is of lit
tle value.

If thr windings are in the same 
direction tlw beginning of the pri
mary winding should go to 
plate-battery. Encl of primary 
winding to plate.

Beginning of secondary wind
ing to grid to negative of filament.

But to prevent the LF amplifier 
setting up oscillations, it is some
times necessary to reverse thr 
connection •■; of transformers. A 
large common H.T. is often used. 
and to prevent it (through its in
ternal resistance) acting a: a 
coupling between the transform
ers, it should he shunt cl with 2 to 
4 microfarads condenser. React
ance of 2 mi • •rofarads condenser 
at >00 cycles i • about 100 ohms.
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Every School should have its Wireless Club. This article will tell you

how to start it.
There is al ways a fascination 

about forming and running a school 
radio club. For one thing, there 
will crop up a number of those 
delightful .mrprises which make 
school life so enjoyable. You find, 
for example, that Jones of the lower 
fourth, whose record for school 
work is such a poor one, can use 
his fingers with. all the skill of an 
experienced mechanic when it comes 
to building the school wireless set. 
You may also find that Smith, 
who has never once opened his 
mouth when the school debating 
society has been debating on the 
usual subjects, can speak mo-t 
intelligently on a matter of scientific 
interest.

For the formation of a school 
radio club two things are neces
sary : enthusiasm and capital. Of 
the former e-•sential, enthusia-m, 
there cannot be too much. With 
regard to the second essential, 
however, although it is impossible 
to lay down any hard and fast rules, 
one thing is certain, the usefulness 
of a school radio club may be just 
as easily spoiled by too much capital 
at the beginning a.- by too little. 
It is far and away b- tter to start a 
club in a small way than to begin 
in a big ambitious mamier. Clubs 
which at the commencement have 
few members and very little ap
paratus, generally succeed, but clubs 
which start with many members 
and much apparatus have a curious 
knack of fizzling out suddenly. 
The great thing to remember i s 
that it is comparatively easy to 
arouse enthusiasm over a new thing, 
while it is a difficult matter to 
retain interest and enthusiasm when 
the newness has worn off.

At the outset a school radio 
club will depend for its being on 
two or three, not more, stalwart 
wireless enthusiasts. There will 
be many more boys who are in
terested, but the initial work always 
depends on the two or three stal

warts. First of a!J the radio club 
requires a leader. In most cases 
it is pretty obvious who that leader 
should be. One or other of the 
prime movers in starting the club 
wiJJ, by force of personality, stand 
above the others. He is the one 
to be made leader. As to the title 
of this wireles- club leader, there 
is no better plan than to call him 
captain. All the other school clubs 
have a captain, and by using the 
same title for the chief officer of 
the radio club you will be giving 
that club some, at least, of the 
dignity and standing of the other 
school club-.

Let us suppo•e that our three 
stalwart wireless enthusiasts are 
named Brown, White and Green. 
Let us also suppose that White, 
by reason of bis personality, is tbe 
obvious choice for captain,. Then 
one of the other two, Brown say, 
should clearly be made vice-captain 
and Grc- n should be made honorary 
secretary.

A most important point is to 
enlist the sympathies of the head
master and to ask him to become 
the president of the club. Inter
views with a headmaster are often 
strikingly painful, but White, Brown 
and Green have nothing to fear 
when they approach the headmaster 
on behalf of the school radio club. 
A headmaster likes to see his boy-’ 
busy and . above all, be likes to 
see them take the initiative. Next 
there is the matter of vice-presi
dents. If there should happen to l>e 
any other master who is interested 
in wireless he should be persuaded 
to act as a vice-president also.

Having now a complete list of 
officers of the radio club, a notice 
should be put up calling a meeting 
of all those interested in wireless. 
This notice should be signed by the 
honorary secretary pro tem.

Let us suppose that those in
terested have met together and 
that one of the vice-presidents from 

the chair has explained that a 
radio club • is to be formed. The 
first formal business will be the 
lection of the proposed officers. 

There should be no opposition. 
The school wag may propose a 
red-haired fellow for captain on 
the grounds that a- plentiful supply 
of copper wire is requiTed, but take 
no notice of him. Let him wag.

Other matters to discuss and 
decide on at this meeting are (i.) 
rules of the club, (ii.) subscription, 
and (iii.) programme for the term. 
With regard to the rules of the 
club, the best advice to follow is 
to keep the rules as few and an 
simple as possible. Circumstances 
vary so much from one school to 
another that one cannot say much 
about the subscription except to 
suggest that it be as small an po:- 
sible, since there are so many calls 
on a schoolboy's purse these days. 
The drawing up of a programme for 
the term is an engaging and interest
ing task for the captain, vice-captain 
and the honorary secretary. Here 
are suggestions for the programme 
of a school radio club which meets 
weekly :

1. Lecture on capacity. Experi
mental illustrations. Questions and 
answers.

2. The construction of a simple 
crystal set. Open discussion.

3. Experiments with a simple 
transmitter and rcceiver.

4. Lecture on inductance. Ex
perimental illustration.’. Questions 
and answers.

5. The construction of a one- 
valve set. Open discussion.

6. Experiments on aerials, out
door, indoor and frame.

7. Lecture on primary and second
ary batterie:-. Experimental illus
trations. Questions and answers.

8. The construction of a low 
frequency amplifier. Open di:- 
cussion.

9. Experiments with portable 
aerials and portable sets with a 
view to the construction of a set 
for the next school camp.

There is scope for a great deal 
of careful thought in the drawing 
up of a programme for a school 
radio club. It must not be for
gotten that the school scientific 
apparatus is a great asset. Far 
more experimental work can be 
done by a school radio club than 
by other radio clubs.
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IGRANIC
WIRELESS COMPONENTS

" IGRANIC ". D.L.

Honeycomb 
Coils

DE FOREST PATENT

THE chief features of these 
world-famed coil •■

Low Self-Capacity.
Low High-Frequency Resist

ance.
Low Absorption Factor.
No Losses due to dead ends.

THE" IGRANIC"

Amplifying 

Transformer

THE Laminated Core is 
con -tructed of a special 

material and mounted in such 
a way to avoid the possibility 
of a loss due to closed cir
cuits.

THE

" IGRANIC "

Rheostat

PANEL-MOUNTING Multi
step Control Pointer, in

dicating positive travel stop •;.
Supplied in two styles :
Vernier, for detector circuits.
Without Vernier, for ampli- 

ying circuits.

For Sale by all Dealers or from 

International Radio Co. Limited 
93-95 Courtenay Place, Wellington, New Zealand.

Australian Address—G.P.O. Box 2541, Sydney, N.S.W. 
SEND TO U-' FOR FREE CATALOGUE D PRICE LIT
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Under the above caption, Pear
son's Magazine (New York) has 
printed a series of articles on what 
is described as the most revolu
tionary discovery of the age—the 
Abrams method of diagnosis and 
treatment.

Dr. Albert Abrams has established 
a clinic at Sa,n Francisco for the 
purpose of carrying out his in
vestigations into the " electronic 
reactions " methods of detecting 
and determining disease.

It is stated that hundreds of 
physicians from al J over the United 
State., are sending in specimens 
of the blood of patients in order 
that the Abrams method of diag
nosis may be applied to them.

Each blood specimen is placed 
in turn in an electrical device in
vented by Dr. Ahrams. and the 
" vibratory rate " is read off by 
varying a rheostat-—the readings 
indicating whether disease is present 
in the patient, the nature of the 
disease, its locality, and its hi-tory.

When the disease has bean de
termined, a course of treatment 
is prescribed with another inven
tion of the doctor's—called " The 
Oscilloclast," an instrument des
cribed as being capable of breaking 
up ordinary alternating current into 
various vibrations. Dr. Abrams 
measures these vibrations with the 
same instrument that measures the 
radio-activity of the disease, and 
when he gets the same vibratory 
rate as that of the reaction of, 
say, a cancer specimen, he applies 
this vibratory rate to the cancer 
specimen and has discovered that 
the effect is to destroy the cancer 
reaction.

Upton Sinclair, the great American 
novelist, had his attention directed 
to Dr. Abrams' discoveries, and, 
by arrangement, attended the clinic 
at San Francisco, to learn at first
hand just what was being done in 
the diagnosis and treatment of 
disease by the new method, and 
has written a lengthy pamphlet 
describing what he witnessed, at 

• what he has termed " The House of 
Wonder " at San Francisco.

Amongst other things he quotes 
a letter he saw from a Dr. Wm. G. 
Doern, of Milwaukee, U.S.A., a 
physician studying the Abrams' 
methods. This physician describes 
a case of cancer of the pylorus, the 
opening from the stomach into 
the small intestine.

This was a far advanced case, 
and the patient was treated by 
the '• oscilloclast," and the malign
ancy of the disease was destroyed, 
but the di.--gestive disturbances con
tinued because of the mass blocking 
the stomach, and so an operation was 
performed.

1t was found that this cancer 
had degenerated, and around the 
edges the body had begun turning 
it into connective tissue, or what 
in everyday language is known as 
gristle. In tbe case of sarcoma of 
the leg bone, the size of two fists, 
it was found that the mass could 
be scooped out by the handful, and 
all around the edges the body was 
turning it into fibrous tissue. As 
you may know, cancer and malig
nant tumors are the mysterious 
turning of human tissue into a lower 
form of unorganised cell life ; those 
lower forms of cells begin to eat 
up the body. But here, suddenly, 
the process was reversed ; the 
mysterious power of the evil cells 
was gone, and the body was eating 
up the cancer !

What happened in these cases 
of cancer happens with every form 
of germ infection. Ascertain the 
vibratory rate of the disease, as
certain what current will. cancel 
that reaction, and then pour into 
the body a current at that rate, 
and you destroy the activity of the 
germs. You cannot, of course, al
ways restore tissue ; if a lung has 
been eaten up by tuberculosis, you 
cannot build a new lung. But, 
arrest the course of the disease, 
and take good care of yourself, 
and often you will be astonished 
to see how far the healing forces 

of nature can rebuild what bas 
been ruined.

Dr. Abrams makes a guess as 
to why the same vibratory rate 
destroys the disease activity. He 
tells how he once saw Caruso at 
a dinner party tap upon a wine 
glass and determine the musical 
note at which it vibrated, and then 
sing the musical note at the glass 
and shatter it to fragments. In 
this case the vibration is reinforced 
by new energy, its violence is 
continually increased, just as a 
swing is made to go farther and 
farther by each additional shove. 
Dr. Abrams believes that this is 
what happens to the disease germs, 
or rather, the millions upon millions 
of whirling electrons which com
pose the molecules of these germs.

The vi hrations are intensified by 
the applied vibrations, the electrons 
are flung apart. and that which was 
a disease germ becomes something 
else. This guess sounds fantastic, 
but it happens to be closely in line 
with what we kno.w of radio
activity.

One of the first developments 
was the breaking down of the atom.

The so-called " elements " were 
discovered not to be permanent ; 
they could be changed into one 
another. Radium was a product of 
the degeneration of uranium, and 
was degenerating into a form of 
lead. Scientists of eminence, such 
as Sir Walter Ramsay, announced 
that the transmutation of metals 
had become a fact. We are there
fore asked not to be over-sceptical 
when Dr. Abram- suggests that 
by means of a current he can change 
the atom .- of cancer into the atoms 
of some other substance.

Askeel if the applied vibrations 
might not injure living tissue, he 
answers that there is nothing 
in the normal body which yields 
the same vibratory rate as disease. 
He knows this because he has tried 
tens of thousands of experiments.

Dr. Abrams has ascertained that 
pain has a certain vibratory rate, 
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and if you ham a pain he can 
locate it ; also he found the vibra
tory rate which cane ; Is pain, and 
has taken the " oscillorlast" to a 
dentist's rooms and demonstrated 
to several dentists, that work, 
otherwise agonising, could be done 
practically without senation. Be 
has even made it possible to perform 
a surgical operation on the rectum, 
an extremely painful matter, with
out anaesthetics.

There has been founded in San 
Francisco, by some of Dr. Abrams’ 
pupils, an International Associa
tion for RaciaJ Purification.

The doctor•, who happen? by 
rare good fortune to be a man of 
independent means, has pledged the 
sum of fifty thousand dollars to 
its purpose, which is to advocate 
that every child upon entering 
school shall be examined by the 
electronic blood test, before the 
ravages of disease have made head
way in the body. The treatments 
which remove disease will only take 
three or four hours and the child 
does not know what i • happening.

Sir James Barr, Past President 
of the British Medical Association, 
has been using the Abrams' method 
in his practice for the past two 
years, and it is endorsed by Dr. 
Frederick Finch Strong, lecturer 
on electro-therapeutics at Tuft's 
Medical School, Boston, U.S.A.

When medical men of the calibre 
of those mentioned above endorse 
this very extraordinary " discovery," 
the layman is prompted to with
hold his judgment until further 
information is available.

Have You Ideas

Send them along to "N.Z. 
Wireless News." Short 
articles containing bright 
and original ideas are 

welcomed.

THE ETHER.

Scientists have formed a theory 
which assume* that our univer-e 
floats in, and is pervaded with, 
an invisible, extremely elastic fluid.

We do not know its nature- 
This sea of elastic fluid i- not 
quiescent, it is troubled at all timef.lt 
by vibratory disturbance*.

These di 'turbances vary in char
acter stics. Some recm at incon
ceivably shor- intervals, other - recur 
at longer intervals.

We are able to both create and 
detect some of them. Our eye 
detects a few of these vibratory 
disturbances, and we have cla si- 
fied them as ’’ light." Our bodies 
detect others of these ether dis
turbances and we have classeel 
them as ” heat." A camera will 
detect still other- which neither 
the body nor the eye will indicate, 
; uch as X-rays, etc. There are 
many groups of disturbances in 
this elastic fluid—it has been named 
the ether—which we have not 
"discovered, " but, many years ago, 
a German scientist, Hertz by name, 
discovered disturbances which pro
duced electrical effects and which 
could be reproduced by electrical 
effects. These have b- en called 
Hertzian, or electric waves.

In reality they are the same sort 
of ditmbances and, generally, ex
hibit the same characteristics as 
all ether disturbance-. It is thi * 
group of electrical disturbances!; 
which i ■ used in radio communica
tion. • The interval s between these 
electrical disturbances in the : ther 
vary, as does also their magnitude. 
Both the magnitude and their 
intervals are determined by cer
tain factors.

For exampie, tb ■ greater the 
force used in creating the electric 
disturbances in the ether, the 
greater the magnitude of the di •
turbances, and the greater the 
electrical dimensions of the machine 
or y tern used in the creation of 
the disturbances, the greater the 
interval of time between the re
currence.

All of these disturbances’ travel 
through the elastic conveying med
ium at the same rate of speed, 
which is 300,000,000 metres per 
second (which equals 186,000 miles, 

or approximately even-and-a-half 
times round the world).

Knowing that these disturbances 
travel at a certain rate and knowing 
that they reach a given point at 
certain fixed intervals, it is seen 
at once that in their travel - they 
are spaced a certain distance apart. 
Therefore, we may fin l the distance 
of spacing by dividing their rate of 
speed by the frequency of their 
recurrence.

The result will be an expreo ion 
in metres and this is what is termed 
" wave length, " for the disturb
ances are undulatory in form, like 
a wave disturbance on water.

Electrical disturbances in the ether 
which arc of use in radio communi
cation vary in frequency between 
about 3,000,000 per second and 
12,0(00 per second, or, converting 
frequency to wave length . from 
100 metres in length to 25,0(00 metres 
in length. We know of certainty that 
there arc disturbances in ths ether 
of much higher frequency as well as 
much lower frequency, but we 
have not yet learned bow to use 
them in radio communication, and 
we cannot say that they will ever 
prove useful unles •• our present 
limitations are somehow swept away.

PROPER FILAMENT CONTROL

The filament of a vacuum tube 
is a highly important part of the 
tube, in fact if it were not there 
it would not receive any signals. 
When the filament is operated at 
the proper tern peratur-c ( voI tage 
regulates this), the greatest ef
ficiency is obtained from the tube. 
Tn order that thi' - be obtained bat
tery leads must be made of wire 
laro-c rnouo-h to carry the current 
to the set without beating, which 
causes the wire to offer enough 
resistance to the passage of cur
rent to rnt down the voltage.

The rheostat must be adjusted 
to the proper resistance, so that 
tli ? voltao-e impressed on the tube 
will be correct for the greatest 
electronic emi. ion at the value to 
which the entire circuit is set. For 
each change in "•a vr-lungth the 
filament should be varied until the 
"Teatest volume. with clarity, is 
obtained.

timef.lt
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Radio Broadcasting Problems and Their Possible SQlution
By C. W. Horn
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When radio broadcasting first 
became popular the person " listen
ing-in " was thrilled when he recog
nised sounds as music or as someone 
speaking. This “ listener-in " was 
generally, at that tinu ?, an amateur 
radio telegraph operator, as no one 
yet had purchased appar ,tus to 
listen to the experiments being 
conducted by one or two prominent 
radio expert.-

We all remember the individuals 
who predicted, that radio broad
casting was but a fad. " There was 
nothing to it and it would die out 
in a very short time." But radio 
broadcasting did not accommodate 
these pessimists by dying out, but 
has developed into a lusty infant 
industry which some day will be 
compared with the automobile and 
motion picture industries in its 
rapid growth and development. 
There is a reason for this prediction 
and that reason is that it fills a 
long-felt want. We needed the 
automobile and we needed the 
movie. Also, we needed . something 
at home which would open the 
wide -pace' and permit u• - to attend 
function-■ .and affair. and be enter
tained without the nece.-i- ity of 
putting on a .•tiff, . lurched shirt 
and enriching the ticket scalpers. 
It will be a part of every household 
for the same reason that the phono
graph became successful. People 
wanted mu-ic and, instead of going 
to the music, had the music brought 
to them. But radio has none of the 
limitations of the phonograph or 
any device or mechani-m developed 
in recent years. From my present 
viewpoint there is as yet no limit to 
what radio may be called upon to 
do, but it is not necessary here to 
repeat the many and varied activi
ties to which radio can be applied.

As in the case of the phonograph, 
public enthusiasm ran away ahead 
of the practical development of 

the apparatus. This, of course, 
stimulated the engineers and those 
in charge of development work 
to greater effort and has been the 
cause of the great strides being 
made. One of the forms this en
thusiasm has taken, and the one 
which has caused the greatest 
amount of embarrassment to the 
science itself, has been the desire 
of a large number of individuals 
and concerns '• to entertain the 
people," in many cases merely to 
get publicity. It is of this latter 
phase of radio work that I am best 
qualified to speak and which I 
will discuss here. It is a very 
serious matter and will have much 
to do with the immediate future 
of radio and vitally concerns the 
public.

Thero were before the end of 
1922 more than 600 radio broad
casting stations in existence. There 
were probably not more than 25 or 
30 of these stations so situated in 
centres of population and so oper
ated and maintained that they were 
giving unselfishly the best that 
could possibly be given at the 
present stage of development. This 
meant the outlay of enormous 
sums of money without any possible 
revenue accruing from tl is expendi
ture. The majority in this group of 
more than 600 licensed stations 
were in the game merely to spread 
their names over the map and to 
obtain for themselves all the publi
city that they could. These stations 
may be classed as offensive bill
boards on the highway reserved 
for pleasure and education.

They obstructed the view of the 
person seeking to broaden himself 
by listening to the many fine 
speeches and talks given nightly 
over the radio and in place of these 
desirable talks and entertaining 
music which this poor listener could 
pick up he must listen to the " Blaa- 

Blaa Station of the Blaa-Blaa Com
pany " blaaing. Generally this 
" blaa-blaa ' ‘ station was built by 
some energetic amateur whose ex
perience in radio telephony was 
obtained from having once seen a 
radio telegraph spark set on a ship.

Contrasted with these are the 
stations built by the large electric 
companies, each of which maintains 
a large and competent staff of 
engineers who have all the infor
mation there is available on the 
subject and the facilities and assist
ance of research laboratories, etc. 
Determine by means of an engineer
ing commission the number of 
stations that can operate simul
taneously on different wave-lengths 
without undue interference. Then 
very carefully allocate these sta
tions throughout the country, pay
ing particular attention to the large 
cities. The cities that are most 
favoured with facilities for obtain
ing talent, such as New York and 
Chicago, should be permitted to 
have at least four stations, each 
operating on a separate wave
length. These stations should all 
be allowed to make use of consider
able power and in fact should be 
required to use fairly high power 
in order that listeners at distant 
points can pick them up.

All the other broadcasting stations 
should be put on a number of fixed 
wave-lengths and permitted to go 
on 360 to 400 metres. In my esti
mation, the ideal condition would 
be one under which it would be 
possible for the average person to 
turn his dial to a fixed point and 
know that he would be able to pick 
up a certain station without inter
ference. Should he then find that 
the broadcasted material is such 
as to be uninteresting to him he 
could then turn to some other 
station and pick that one up again 
without interference.
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A NOTE ON THE USE OF 
LOUD-SPEAKERS.

Many demonstrations, both public 
and private, are completely spoiled 
by the misuse of loud-speakers. 
In this note the author gives some 
valuable advice on how to avoid 
such trouble.

The " big noi -e " in wireless is 
becoming too commonly sought after 
nowadays, says L.B.P., in " Modern 
Wireless." It may be all very well 
for the possessor of a set who is 
never satisfied unless he is filling 
his home with clamant reproduction 
from his loud-speaker—regardless, 
of course, of sweetness of tone and 
sonority—but if the same individual 
conducts public demonstrations in 
the same way, the offence becomes 
nothing less than sheer abuse of the 
science, and the people who listen 
to it would probably be far more 
pleased had they listened-in on a 
simple crystal set. The limit-, of 
the set in use should be fairly recog
nised ; it is bad practice to train 
the installation by unduly high 
voltages, high filament temperatures 
and tight coupling. That way lies 
trouble other than distortion- for 
the lives of the valves may be 
considerably shortened. These
point: should be borne in mind, 
particularly in the reception of 
broadcasting, and if really large 
audiences are to be entertained the 
best method undoubtedly is the 
use of efficient detecting and ampli
fying apparatus together with a 
good power amplifier and •everal 
loud-speakers connected in parallel. 
A loud-speaker, it should be remem
bered, is capable of giving clear 
reproduction only up to a point. 
Beyond that, when the volume 
of sound i - too heavy, distortion 
plays havoc. With several loud 
speakers, however, the de. ired 
volume may be obtainccl without 
loss of clarity, but one mu-t he 
careful to have them placed so as 
not to produce conflicting echoes. 
If possible the acoustic.- of the 
room in which the demonstration 
is to be made honld be taken into 
consideration. At a. demonstration 
recently in which two loud-speakers 
were used, set facing each other 
from opposite sides of the room, 
a weird effect was introduced by 

the sound waves from each meeting 
in the middle and creating a peculiar 
echo. It was eliminated by putting 
the loud-speakers in close proximity 
to each other and facing in the 
same direction.

If every public demonstration of 
wireless was conducted on proper 
lines, we should very quickly hear 
the last of the .-irnilarity of wireless 
to the gramophone. Under the 
right conditions speech by wireless 
is very much more accurate than 
by gramophone, while the music 
of practically every instrument can, 
by its means, be reproduced with 
its true qualities and features pre
served to an extent which most 
people would d-scribe as perfect. 
And that has never been done yet 
by gramophone.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION.
’7 W 'JOI;

'.l?

(By Howard S. Pyle.)

In certain sections of the coun
try, during the period when thun
derstorms are rommou, many ra
dio enthusiasts appear to haw 
fears that their antenna svstcm 
will attract lightning, and cause 
property and possibly per.-onal 
damage. 8uch is not the case; in 
fact, entirely tlw opposite is true.

A custom which was common 
not so many years ago was the in
stallation of li obtning rods Oil 
homes, barns, etc., in the belied 
that, should lightning strike thr 
building so protected, it would 
" run down " thr Jio-htning rod, di
rectly into the ground. When it 
is cons idered that the force of 
lightning is so great as to shatter 
large trees, and even entire build
ings. it will be realized that a 
mere metallic rod would hardly 
pass such monstrous currents to 
t hr ground without damage. In
vestigation has proved that "•here 
the protective value of lightning 
rod: is concerned, it is not with 
the passing of the actual lightning 
bolt to ground, but acts in. an en
tirely different way.

Lightning will be attracted to 
the vicinity in. which the atmo
sphere is most heavily charo-ed 

,ri111 electricity. Naturally, then, 
if the atmo-phere surrounding a 
building contains considerable at- 
mosphcri ‘ electricity, it offers a 
better point for the li“htniiw bolt 
to free its energy by a dis charge 
to ground. Again. should one 
building within the charged zone 
be tall , and the other short al
most invariably the taller building 
will receive the effects of the 
lightning discharge. But—if we 
provide some means of draining 
the atmospheric electrieitv from 
the atmosphere. wc render th - 
surrounding atmosphere more im- 
rnime to the reception of: a light- 
nino' discharge. dur to its greater 
insulating qualities, aml conse
quent more difficult path to the 
ground for the ligbtning dis
charge, which will then s- ek an 
easier path. This is thr way in 
which the lightning rod serve: • it 
provides 11 leakage path to ground 
for the atmospheric el rct ric-ity, 
and serves to keep the air free 
from such electrical activity in its 
immediate locality.

Lightning rods are een - rally 
ronst ruetrd of iron, which has 
fifty times the resistance of cop
per. In other "•ords. were they 
constructed of copper, with mp- 
per connection rod to the earth, 
they would he fifty times wore ef
ficient. They arc g- owrally but a 
few feel above tlie roof of th.' 
building-.

Now compare tiie avera“e radio 
antenna. To serve its purpose of 
radio reception satisfactorily, it 
must hr constructed of' Copper or 
phosphor bronze. both of far 
n-reate)- conductivity than iron. It 
must also be raised JO or more feet 
above the building oj‘ other ob
jects which it crosses. Tn other 
words, it should be the highe,-t ob
ject within several hundred feet 
whrn possible. Isn 't it reasonable 
to assume, then, that it would 
serve a great deal more efficirntly 
than a lightning rod in draining 
tiie atmosphere of its electrical 
aelivity 1 It does, as lias been 
proven, and a well-eons tructed 
antenna which is properly' ground
ed during a thunderstorm is a far 
greater lightning protection to the 
property' in its immediate neigh
bourhood than any number of 
lightning rods as u- nally installed.
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> A Cigar-Box Amplifier ♦
♦ -------------------- I

4 By “ Experimenter |

Th- re arc experimenters anJ 
experimenters. One type will 
not make a move until everything 
is just exactly right—bakelite 
properly drilled—everything fit
ted up in the best possible way.

It is quit - all right to be an ex
perimenter of that type, but he 
often finds that he has just put in 
a lot of good work "•hie b has to 
be undone in. order to make some 
slight but necessary improvement.

The experimenter who achieves 
things i s the om ■ who makes any
thing do to try an experiment 
with, an- i then builds up perman
ently when the best result has 
been attained.

I wanted to ti’y an amplifer 
and loud sp- aker horn. 'Would 
one stage do, or two. or three,— 
which? I had not the slightest 
idea of what was necessary to fill 
my room with radio concert mu
sic, and thought out the plan of 
using a cigar-box as tlw medium 
on which I would couple the vari
ous pa rts together to 1 i‘y one 
stag- - of audio-frequen- y. I pro
cured the transform - i’, rheostat, a 
UV.201 radiotrnn and valve hold
er, and proceeded to mount them. 
I procured a “Monopole” cigar
box. cut off the bottom as the 
wood wa.- very thin, nailed up the 
lid, and with my gimlet to bore 
the necessary holes, T Imel the 
audio-frequency unit mounted in 
the time I would have been think
ing- out how to bore a baikc-lite 
panel. I added a second unit in 
the same way, and desiring to 
know what was th ‘ maximum re
sult I could get without distor
tion 1 tried the third stage.

1 stood 1he box on e<lg-c and 
mounted the valve holders on the 
upper edge or side. In 1hc r entre 
of each end and of tlie top (now 
be. ome a "side") I fitted a rheo
stat with the knob outside.

Four terminals in each end 
gave me the necessary connections 

for the "A" battery and input 
from, the detector valve, and out
put to loud speaker, "B" battery 
positive connection and the nega
tive line connection of "A" bat
tery for the bottom terminal nf 
the secondaries of the transform
ers. Two of the transformers have 
vertical cores and one a horizon
tal one. The latter is in. the mid
dle. and this, together with the 
fart that tlir lead wires to all 
connections are' necessarily short, 
perhaps accounts for the 
efficiency with which the amplifier 
operates. The circuit is the usual 
one—leads front the detector to 
the primary terminals of the first 
tran-.former, secondary terminal;: 
to o-rid and negative line. The 
plate of the frst amplifying valve 
is coupled to one terminal of the 
primary side of t Iw second trans
former, and the other terminal to 
tlie ' B" hattei’y. The secondary 
terminals are coupled, one to the 
grid of the next valve. tlw other 
to the negative line of "A" bat
tery. as before, and so on with 
the tliii-d transformer.

On the left side of tlw box. the 
two bottom terminals an’ for the 
positive and negative "A" bat
tery to light the filaments. The 
upper pail- of terminals on that 
.-ide are for1 the input from the de- 
trctor valve. On the right side 
the upper pair are for the loud 
speaker, and to these inside the 
box are coupled the plate of the 
last amplifying- valve and a con
nection from the "B" battery 
positive. This latter is connected 
inside to 1 he terminal directly be
neath it, the outside of which is 
joined, to the maximum voltage 
"B" battery. The remaining 
lower terminal on tlie right side 
is attached to the negative line of 
the "A" battery and inside the 
box a wire runs from this termin
al to the bottom terminals of all 
the secondaries of the transform
ers.

LOUD-SPEAKERS ON THE 
STAGE.

An amplifier and loud-speakers 
are doing more to make dreams 
dramatic than ever was done by 
Freud or any of the psycho-analy
sis writers. In a play showing at 
the Broadhurst Theatre, New 
York, to give full flavour to the 
actor’s dream, twelve men back 
stage speak their parts before a 
microphone, which through the 
public, address system that, of 
course, includes the loud-speakers 
hidden in the dark theatre on the 
other side of the curtain.

Where formerly the silvered 
screen has been used to give the 
audience the jumbled thoughts 
which go on in the dreamer's 
mind, the vacuum tube and micro
phone now do the trick more stir
ringly. Much like in dreams- the 
voices come to the audience from 
nowhere as they sit in the dark 
theatre, while the jury, which they 
do not see, but which the leading 
man imagines, solemnly votes the 
dreamer guilty.

No one who has attended the 
theatre, except a few "fans," 
guessed how the voice- were man
aged, and the device employed 
never has been made public until 
now.

The hook-up and apparatus are 
the came as u- eel for amplifying 
public speeches, as has been done 
in the case of Lloyd George, Cle
menceau and President Coolidge. 
It also is used in Trinity and St. 
Thomas's churches for regular re
ligious services.

NOW READY
THE NEW ZEALAND 
RADIO AMATEURS'

LOG. BOOK
AND GU IDE 

,.*-*"* ,.
See Advertisement, back cover.
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DISADVANTAGES OF HIGH
RESISTANCE TELEPHONES.

It has always been considered 
better practice to use low-resist
ance 'phones in conjunction with 
a suitable transformer than to 
have high-resistance 'phones con
nected dire • t ly in the plate cir
cuit of a valve receiver. ''he chief 
reason for this lies in the fact 
that in the latter : asc the insula
tion of the very fine wire witli 
which the magnets arc wound 
gradually breaks down, and al
lows the current to jump across 
neighbouring turns which may be 
1.11 a widely different potential, 
thus giving rise to crackling nois
es which may be sufficiently loud, 
to drown weak signals, and, iu 
any case, detract immensely from 
the pleasure of listening to tele
phony.

This state of affairs may take 
months to come to pass, but it is 
almost certain to do so sooner or 
later if the high-resistance 
'phones arc connected in the plate 
circuit. It occasionally happens 
that the breaking down of the in
sulation is not at -first accompan
ied by loud cracklin'*:. although 
the strength of signals is very 
seriously impaired. For this rea
son. the fniilt rnay not be located, 
and other components of the ser 
may he blamed for tlir inefficien
cy of the reception.

As, however, it nearly a I ways 
happens that one earpiece gives 
way before the other, a very sim
ple test lenders it apptn.ent.

How to Make the Test.
It should h• re he notired that, 

as the earpie ces are ■onneeted in 
series, a fault in the insulation of 
the windings of one will affect 
the signals in hotli. The test, 
then, should be made as follows.

The windings of each of the 
earpieces are short-circuited i ui 
turn l>y means of a pi cec of wiI •;) 

connected across the t • rrninals of 
the earpiece. When the defective 
earpiece is shorted in this way, 
the signals in the other will be 
very much stronger than they 
were before, and the noises, if 
such were present, will now be 
cut out.

There is one precaution which 
should be adopted to 1engthen 
the life of th e 'phones—never 
connect or disconnect the 'phones 
while the H.T. and filament eur- 
1• nt are on. \V hen this is done, 
the making or breaking contact 
r:aus' s a sudden ru.-h of current, 
through the windings, and this 
current will tend to take the 
shortest path by jumping- from 
one turn to another rather than 
ijy traversing the turns. In this 
way, the insulation, which is ne
c : s.-arily very thin is rapidly de
st royed in its weakest places.

However. the wisest course to 
be followed by those who are 
using high-resistance 'phones in 
a valve circuit is to make an i ron- 
cored transformer with a 1 to 1 
ratio, or, better still, with a slight 
step up.

The telephones will then last al
most indefinitely.

WIRELESS AND SUBMARINE 
CABLE COMPANIES.

How They Help One Another.

At first thoucrht it might appear 
that wireless was such an pponent 
of the submarine cable that they 
could not work in harmony.

But a little consideration will 
show that wireless has feature** that 
make it of the very greatest im
portance to the upkeep of the 
submarine cable.

From the time a ubmarine cable 
is laid it is subject to wear and tear-. 
Although every precaution may 
be taken in plot ,ino- out the route 
for a new cable, at some part of 
its length it will cross some ridge 
of submarine rock on which its 
own weight will gradually cause 
wear. In the course of time a 
fault will develop and it becomes 
necessary to locate the trouble 
and repair it. Each cable company 
has a certain number- of specially 
equipped steamers continually in 
rcadiness to under-take such repairs. 
The engineers by careful electrical 
measurement determine the di stance 
at which the fault i. • located. The 
captain of the cable steamer is 
told of the distance and ordered 
out to commence repair •

Before the days of wireless, once 
the steamer had left p< wt there was 

no means of communicating with 
her until she had arrived at the 
scene of the damage, grappled for 
the cable, picked it up and cut in, 
when she would, of course, be 
in telegraphic communication.

In the interval far more im
portant trouble might have de
veloped in another part of the same 
cable or in one of the other cables, 
and it might be necessary to cancel 
the original orders and send the 
steamer to deal with thi.- more 
serious matter fin* t.

Thi., is the first mannei in which 
the cable companies have really 
come to rely on wireless, as they 
are now well able to move their 
steamers about to meet the situa
tions that arise from time to time.

A further benefit which they are 
likely to appreciate oon will be 
tbe help that directional wireless 
will give their steamers in picking 
up the cable.

A submarine cable is obviously a 
most expensive apparatus, with its 
many protective co - erings, and if 
the* cable is picked up in the wrong 
po • •ition and tapped, the cable must 
be left in just as good condition 
as new before releasing it.

Therefore, the navigation of a 
cable steamer in the open ea must 
be more exact than that of any 
other kind of vessel if the cable is 
to be located at the right .- pot and 
repaired with the minimum of de
lay.

Yet in many part* of the world 
where uch repair's are being carried 
out the skies may be covered with 
cloud • for days and nights on end, 
thus preventing astronomical ob
servations. Or a tropical sun may 
distort the horizon in such a manner 
as to make accurate observations 
impossible. Very careful triangu
lation by directional wireless will 
enable an excellent fix to be made 
notwithstanding these condition/.

When a new cable i.- being laid 
the Jiavn-ation is even more im 
portant than at Mher time-. If 
the cable-laying steamer I -avcs the 
desired (Bourse at any point. through 
lack of observations, not only is 
there a loss of mon- y through the 
additional cable laid, but in addi
tion it may cau. e great delay in 
locating the cable at some future 
date for urgent repairs.

Therefore, the advent of wireles.- 
has in many ways been of great
value to the submarine cable.
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1, Among the Amateurs !
I 1
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(By "QRK," W c!lingto.ni.)

] notice that Auck'.a nd is keep
ing up its reputation in other 
ways than those mentioned by 
"QRU." hi! Anyhow, the second 
Llisfrict is giving them a good run, 
too. Whattabout 2AC i‘h 1 And. 
besides, even down here w■ have 
five stations going and 1 wo with 
licenses busy getting- ready to gd 
on the air. 2XA is going 1o build 
a new vertical aerial hanging 
from an. SOft. stick, and has 
invested in a 250-w:itter. He hopes 
to make some noise wilh the lat
ter, thoinrh to date he has not done 
anything but cuss it, hi!

Round about 100 metres is the 
place to both transmit and listen 
if yon want DX. The ail- down 
there is quite husy, and there’s 
plenty of real long-distance re
ceiving to be done. CB8, the Ar
gentinian that 2AC clicked, comes 
in here vei-y strongly. Uis sigs. 
arc som thing mal'v dlous: they 
never swing: and nev r fad■ . Hw 
cum _■ 6 s ;GW also makes plenty
of noise clown there, and was busy 
calling CQ NZ the other night, to 
which 2XA, 2AT and UO replied, 
but ND.

Not much "female QRMI " clown 
here, for with the exception of 
2AI and 2XA junr., all om ehaps 
are married men. Dunno about 
the last two, hut I have my suspi
cions re the number oE nights 
when they ai’c not oil the aifr. Sa, 
lAd, u sme wanta get tt OW to 
Im the code ! ! Also, don't have 
her around the shack when you 
blow the next tooh !

Frank Bell has put up a n . w 90- 
foot lattice mast, but I have not 
heard how it has affected hi., 
range yet. Also 2AQ i ■ another 
chap who i -• the proud owner of 
an Eiffel Tower stick. They sure 
look gd.

In the last issue there is an ar
ticle about a J’adio quiclc cable. 
Gosh!! Hope thiey don't get one 
here! Tt makes me sad when T 
think of chaps living near one of 
those contraptions. Think of tlw 
QRAI ! ! ! Loose lamps that arc al 
the base wlum wind blows ’em 
about are abk to kick up a dick
ers of a noise. but 500-ry. •le bursts 
of current OL !!

Have a copy of the Xelson 
"Mail” Radio Notes her■ , and no
lire that quite n lot is said about 
2AB and 2BT. Well. it is a pecu
liar thing, but ,re never hear ok 
2AB here now. and used to heal' 
him only once in a blu, moon a 
time hack. 2BT uses a V-24 as os- 
dllator, and two more for rectify
ing th, town supply, and has been 
heard in Ashburton. He is wait
ing- for a set from America. Why 
Jon't you build your own, O1\U 
You get a Jot rnoi-c fnn out of the 
whole oiame!

A great amount of amusement 
can he dt>rived hy looking round 
at some of the aerials (?) which 
grace tlie hourer of this city. 
There arc tlic ‘T-inch spreader." 
two-wire type, 'bout 15 feet high. 
and tho.-e which it is almost im
possible to describe; hut funniest 
of all a re thosc attempts at cages. 
One chap had quite a d cent aeri
al (single wire) and changed it 
foi' a horrihk-looking tiling which 
was supposed to he a rage. Now 
what the deuce do you want to go 
to all the trouble of putting in a 
rage for receivino-'Use a good, 
long single wire.

WILL AMATEUR WIRE
LESS CLUBS PLEASE 
KEEP US INFORMED OF 

ACTIVITIES?

(By "QRM," Auckland.)

Tlie most-sought-for honour 
among American "hams”—name
ly, the Hoover Cup which is 
awarded to the best amateur sta
tion—was this vear awarded to 
1 9ZT, Donald U? Wallace, -Minne
apolis, Minn. The transmitter 
uses one 250-watteu in a Hartley 
circuit. and. is an old friend of 
Xew Zealand Yank-loggers. Con
grats, O.1\L !

The B.U.L.'s arc wry fond of 
•omplaining about the interfer- 
euc, • ca used by amateur transmit
ters, but do these same B.C.L.'s 
ever think how much QRl\[ they 
cause the long-suffering- amateur? 
There is one particular breed oE 
brainless lunatic that we want to 
mention in particular . namely, the 
silly wet that comes fluttering 
down when we are copying a par
ti. 'ulai-ly faint : W . and then 
starts to flip his condenser to and 
fro for about a quarter of an 
hour. We are glad to see any 
B. C .L. 's taking ;m interest in 
code. but this rather prevalent 
r racticc absolutely prevents ev
eryone els ‘ copying a station, and 
of course it is impossible to mpy 
while clipping- a dial around. 
There is absolutely no sense in it. 
ns you arc not only wasting your 
own time, but spoiling someone 
else’s pleasure at the same time. 
Home of these valves sound as if 
the owner is using- a 50-watter to 
receive with. Why won't people 
learn that the plate volt
age is usually in inverse ratio to 
the distance you can receive? In
cidentally. it is worth mentioning 
that (with one exception) the 
Auckland amateurs use non-radi
ating receivers. Some of this 
QRM is from ilkg-ail sets, but evtm 
a thi-ce-coil set can make a I ot of 
noise, and unless this useless noise 
is considerably reduced the pow
ers that lie will probably put a 
bait on th e three-coil circuit, 1o

lAO has now installed his gcn- 
i rator, and is working on consid
erably inernased power. He pre
fers a UV 201A to a five-watter, 
and radiates point 6. His sigs 
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are reported as QSA all over New 
Zealand, and he got across the 
Tasman the other night. lAO can 
usually be heard after 10.30 p.m.

\Ve are pleased to h ar quite a 
lot of new sets lately. 2AR, iii 
Hastings, comes in-QSA and uses 
the 230-volt city supply for his 
plates. 2AS and 2AW also come 
in QS.A. 3AM must Irnve increas
ed his power, because he makes a 
terrible noise now. The loudest 
of all the DX stations heard here 
is easily 2.AQ (both ok. phone and 
C.W.), and 2AC runs him a good 
second. 2AP and 4AA are old 
favourites, a.nd can always he cop
ied through any QRM. Tn our 
opinion 2AP gets the gilded grid 
as the best amateur operator in 
New Zealand, or anywhere else. It 
is a pleasure to listen to him.

Nm Nw GB cs CUL. QRM Ak.

THE MARCONI BEAM.

Following upon the success of 
the ''beam'' method of transmis
sion over a distance of 2200 miles, 
Senator Marconi is now conduct
ing experiments with South Am
erica, a distance of 5000 miles. 
The development of this beam 
transmission presents many inter
esting features, as it is a system 
of directional radio telegraphy, 
and this is as old as the art itself, 
for the early laboratory experi
ments of Hertz were carried out 
by means of directive apparatus. 
Marconi's discovery of the great 
increase in range obtained by the 
use of longer waves, and the 
earthed vertical aerial, practically 
stopped development on dir, ction- 
al lines for the time being. The 
demand at the time was for in
creased ranges, and now that the 
range has arrive-l at the maximum 
possible on earth, attention is 
being turned to finding more ef
ficient methods of transmission. 
Further, the whole scale of wave
lengths are becoming fully occu
pied, and tlic time will soon arrive 
when practically the only way of 
increasing the number of possible 
services will be by employing sys

tems having good directional 
characteristics. Thus the recent 
experiments of C . cl. Franklin, of 
the Marconi Company, and his 
assistants, on the beam method of 
transmission, may possibly render 
present methods of trans-occanic 
radio communication obsolete.

In the new method reflecting 
systems with wave-lengths of 20 
metres and less arc used. The 
short wave transmitting set is 
connect cl in the centre of a ver
ti - al cage aerial of small height. 
This transmitter is placed at the 
focus of a rehecting system con
sisting of a series of vertical, in
sulated wires which are distribut
ed a'round a paraboloidal are. The 
radiation from the aerial strikes 
this reHector and is reflected baek 
in the form of a para 11 el beam. 
The action is similar to that in a 
searchlight, where the light from 
an arc is placed at the focus of a 
paraboloidal mirror and is all re
flected back along a narrow beam 
giving an intense concentration of 
the light. Light consi.-ts of waves 
of the same nature as wireless 
waves. the only difference being 
that light waves have an exceed
ingly small wave-length. Hence, 
for the radio waves a special wire 
reflector is required. The size of 
the wire reflector is determined 
by the wave-length and would be 
:o larg- as to be impossible to 
make for long waves. Hence short 
waves are employed.

At the receiving end a similar 
reflecting :ystem is const rncte -l 
and the reception apparatus is 
placed at the fo •us of this reflect
or. In this way all the energy of: 
the beam is concentrated at the 
receiving set. With tins direc
tional arrangement all the nergy 
is conveyed along a comparative
ly narrow beam in a required di
rection, so that there is no waste 
of energy, and therefore small 
power is required to cover a oivcn 
range. Secrecy is obtainable to a 
certain extent, and th- ■ interfer
ence clue to atmospheri- s . which 
arc usually directional, may be 
almost entirely eliminated. The 
res tUts of the first commercial sta
tion erected on this system will he 
awaited with interest.

A WONDERFUL TUBE.

One of the most unique recep
tions of a radio concert ever 
staged ii - the history of radio was 
successfully accomplished by two 
professors at the Morgan Labora
tory. University of Pennsylvania, 
recently, while conducting experi
ments to determine the construc
tion of nitrogen molecules.

They used a specially-designed 
two-element nitrogen-fillctl tube 
to study the spectrum of the blue 
light emitted by the tuM, made 
incandescent by passing through 
it h current of electricity.

"J knew," said Dr. Witmer, 
"that this tube -ould oscillate 
like t hose used to detert . radio 
signals. By inserting a special 
l ransformer and headphone in the 
plat - circuit. we were d- lighted to 
hear a broadcast from a local sta
tion."

The most remarkable thing 
about the reception of radio con
certs with the nitrogen tube, is 
that no special apparatus of any 
kind was used to tune in a sta
tion, the nitrogen tube and its cir
cuits acting as a rectifier. No 
aerial or ground was employed, 
tlie long leads incased in conduit 
and coming underground from a 
storage battery in an adjoining 
building serving as a loop antenna 
and also supplying the necessary 
inductance. The current from 
the battery was applied to the 
plate of the tube. A high resist
ance coil was bridged across this 
battery and a sliding; arm was 
connected to the minus of the fila
ment. ThjR stabilised the plate 
circuit.

The nitrogen-fill- cl tube was de
signed at the Morgan Laboratory, 
where experiments are now beino- 
conducted with similar tubes to 
ascertain the number of electrons 
in. an atom of nitrogen.

Although tile tube contains only 
two elements, it was made to os
cillate. The head phones were 
connected to the secondary of a 
transformer, a nd the pulsating di
rect current set up in the second
ary acted on the diaphragms of 
the phones and produced sounds.
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4 Correspondence

to give any assistance 1 can regarding 
it through th, medium of your valuable- 
niagazi ue.—Yours, etc.,

R DONOVAN.
Auckland, May 2!J, 1924.

♦

I

Correspondents are asked to make their letters as brief cts possible, 
avoicliny " stwij " phrases and controversial matters.

To the Edirur.
Hir,—1. have just recciv d a Ictler 

from C (iATN, in which he states that 
he heard Z 4AA calling <:Q at 11.20 
p.m., L'acihC Standard Time, on March 
l •, which is the same u.s ti.50 p.m. on 
.March J!i our time. J have no entry 
in my log to correspond with this, but 
as I wa" rloin" a lot of testing, using 
about 80 watts input. ar Ihis time, it is 
quite possible Ihat I forgot tu enter a 
l ri f "C'Q" call. I write this with 
tho slender hope thnt some of your 
rettLlns may havr logged 1110 as ca!Jin<o 
" < Q Z L\A" at ten minutes to seven 
on the» evening of March HJ. If any- 
oim has done so, a pogtea rd would be 
very welcome.

A test ha: been arrnnged hy Mr. 
Cox, 3BD. Afolhournc, betwern Austral
asia 11 and Routh Africnn amateurs, to 
be condu,Ted on a wave-length of ap
proximately 200 mcl ri’s. Tlie schcdulo 
has been broadcast from this station 
several tirneH, but for the bendit of 
those who have noL heard ahout it, will 
he rppcat t'd h ere.

The te:t bas been arranged so that 
South African anrl Australasian anm- 
teurs tra nsmil 011 alternate. weeks, the 
tin,: s nf transmission throughout being 
5.30 lo 8.:rn a.111. N.Z.T., aurl the wave 
about 200 metres. From Mnv 17 to 24, 
Kou I h A friraiis I nuismH. From Mny 
25 to Juno l Australasians transmit. 
Next week South Africans repeat, ancl 
following week N.Z. and _ : u:tralian 
amateurs repeat.

Mr. Cox tells 1110 tha t Hic South A f
ri cans arn a s keen as mustard about 
the test. PcrsonalJy I think we have 
n much I -otter chance of reaching to 
Houth Africa thnn to U.8.A., as the dis
tan cc is rather less and conditions for 
reception there should be about as 
good ns our own. Also, signals between» 
tbe two countries have not to cros: the 
!Topics, anil in thi. case will probably 
follow a great circle rout: near the 
8011th Pole.

I do not know whether the Afrikamb 
crs will use tiie international interme
diate system as advocated in ’’QST.’’ 
If so, they should prefix their calls 
with Hie letter "0." Listeners should 
remember that at this hour of th.e 
mornino- it is quite possible that Euro- 
prnii anrntcurs might he heard. This i: 
add : (l ns an additional indiirement for 
the DX ham to crawl oui of his cosy 

bunk at the atrociou: hour of 5.30 ack 
cmrna.—Yours for Radio, 

FRANK D. BELL.
Waihcmo, Pnlmcrston 8outh, Otago, 

May 15, 1!124.

To the Editor.
Rir,—Enclosed is n wiring lay-out for 

an automntic shunt regulator, which 
should intercut all experimenters. Its 
purpoRe is to rausc the Yoltage of a 
Rhunt dynamo to remnin constant when 
the sperd is raise,! or lowered. Although 
the writer is not in a position to try 
it out, it is so sunp]p in theory that it 
cannot fail. a nil is an adaption of the 
bismuth spiral usp,I for mcnsuring th!' 
density of magn, tie fields. The resist

ance of bismuth incrcasrs when placed 
in a magnetic field up to a certain 
point in direct proportion t o the 
st rcngh of thr field, a nd with this 
knowiedige it is a simple matter to un
derstand the action of this regulator. 
Bismuth, being wry brittle, cnnnot be 
drawn into a wire, anrl so ::i bi:muth 
spiral must be cast in plaster. This 
spiral is connected in scric: with tlie 
shunt coils nnd placed in tn ■ centre of 
a :olenoid conn wtctl arross the brushes 
as shown in sketch. This solenoid may 
be called the voltage coil. The notion 
is ns follows:

\\Then a steady potential exists across 
the trrminal s of the brushes the field 
strength of the solrnoid is straidy. If 
I he voltage is inclined to rise th<’ 
strength of the solenoid riHCs. This 
lik: •wise causes the resistance of the 
bismuth coil to increase, and so -less 

। urreiit flows in the fiold coils, thus 
■weak: ning the ficlcl and :o rmuRing th • 
E. 5LF. to rlrop to normal. If the volt
ag drops below the normal, the action 
is reversed. This mav suggest oth°r 
usc,’ for this metal, and I shall be gl:td

CALLS HEARD.
To the Editor.

Sir,—KGO, Onkdnnd, California, and 
KH.t, of San Francisco, still come iu 
with "rent volume 011 two valves. Op
erating my Amplion speaker on the 
three valvc., h.H,J doc: iiot come in so 
loud as Kl-lO, although he is ns loud 
as some of th ’ N.Z. broadcasters. Or- 
rhpstral selection: U? the orchestra of 
St. Francis Hotel Irnvc proved L’njoy- 
nble. 2FC, Farmer's, Ltd., nnd ¿Bi 
Sydney Broadcasters. are receivable on 
:i 8ingle valve, besides all N.Z. broad
casters. About three months ago I al
ien’d m.,~ fl.rt to operate with fv e valves 
(two stages radio-frequency (tuned an
ode), d etcctor, and two of audio-fre
quency). I very -eldom use the radio
frequency side, owing to it being so 
difficult to handle; but I propose short
ly to replace the tuncd anode with D 
iieutrodvnc. Jacks Irnvc been inserted 
in the circuit so reception can be made 
on any number of vttlvcs. Wii^clcss is 
taking 011 very slowly up here. Tbe
number in the Pahiatua district has 
11011 «•rept np to six. Another amateur 
mid I hope to make a move shortl,v by 
givinig a rndin ii •monstration. lYy-
is L’asilv the loudest st ation received 
here. with 2Y\I, lYB, 2YB, 2AQ, -!YA, 
J<GD, 2FC. 2HL closclv following. All 
otlirr N.Z. hroadc::isters come in with 
about 1hc same volume, including 2M.T. 
—Your8, etc.,

F. W. <TAPLES.
Mangatainoka, May !1, l.924.

To th, l*:/litor.
i-iir,—In view of our old friend's 

(2AC) sue, •essful communication with 
Argentine CBS, I am fonrnrcling acopy 
of two pages of my log-book with re
ference to mme, and wbieh may be of 
interest lo other hams:

Fritlnv, May 30.
7.5.1 p.111.: CQ ur CB8 called about 

six’ times. ::;ignah clear and steady; 
not vcrv loud.

< p.111.: :’B8 ri 2.\C QCO U.S.A.? ar 
k. (No need for remarks 011 these. l 
pnHscd n frw, having got th •m in the 
e;ir using thrce vnlvrs and head-set.)

8.5 p.ni.: Ifravy QRM from piano 
through wall. Sent QRT verbally; no 
r 'spoiise; finish.

Saturday, May 31.
7.55 p.111.: CBS to ARRL—grcotings 

::ind congratulations; sig braggio—CBS.
S p.m.: ARRL ur CBS’here Nr 1 from 

CBS to ARRL—greetings and congrat
ulations—sig braggio.
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8.5 p.m.: ARRL ur CBS—test NoTth 
America saludos to northern brothers 
from CBS.

8.10 p.m.: CQ ur CBS ar k.
Signals on the hatter evening were 

very much louder, being road quite 
plainly on loud speaker at ten yards, 
and I could not credit for some time 
that thi: was being transmi ttcd over 
such a dirtunee. However, the trans
mission was very slow, and as every 
word was ••cnt three times, there is no 
doubt as to their origin. 'Would like to 
know if he is so QSA with other hams. 
I am using thr.ee valves, l v. l with 
plug connection to second L.F. ampli
fier for loud ’peaker, the circuit being 
the ordinary three-circuit regenerative. 
Wishing you every success with your 
excellent p-riodic.al.—Yours, etc.,

GEO. E. MACE.
Mangaiti, Thames Line, 

May 6, 1924.

To tho Editor.
Sir,—I should like to thank, through 

the columns of this valuable paper, Mr. 
Frank C. Reardon for his support of my 
remarks some issues back. In addition 
I would like to bring to tho notice of 
those proposing to build transmitters, 
that if they come to a difficulty, or re
quire any more information, by com
municating with me I wil. endeavour 
to as:ist them as best I can. Wishing 
you every success with this paper.— 
Yours, etc.,

GEOFF. SHRUVfPTON (2XA).
38 Rongotai Terrace, VV clIington, 

June 11, 1924.

I• •
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Questions and Answers
This column is reserved for subscribers only, and we can only publish 

matter of interest to all readers. Not more than three quee^tions received from 
each correspondent. Questions answered by mail at the rate of 2 /. for 
each question. If questions entail considerable research work a special 
charge will be ^de, and correspondents will be informed as to charge 
before question is answered. Write clearly on one side of paper only. 
No attention paid to pencilled "matter. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on 
separate sheets. Be brief.

•! ■^-^-^-❖-^-^’^-❖■^•^-^“^“^-^-^-^-^-^-9—^9- e-
Wm. W. (Waitara).—Thc terms " Re

flex‘‘ and ''Dual Amplification ‘‘ 
are, to all intents and purposes, the 
same. The energy is first amplified 
at ra Iio frequency, rectified by a 
crystal and then amplified at audio 
frequency, the same tube or tube - 
being used. A variocoupler has 
the primary tapped, and the sec
ondary, which revolves inside the 
other, fixed. The variation i.- ob
tained by loading with a variome
ter or shunting with a variable 
condenser. A two-coil tuner has

IN THE POLAR REGIONS.

An i utcresting illustration of 
the value of wireless as a means 
of enn bling a .ship, in whatever 
part of the world she may be, to 
i!ommunicate with land, is provid
ed by the fact that two Norwegian 
vessels, one in the Arctic and the 
other in thi’ Antarctic, have b ‘eu 
in telegraphic touch with their 
own country. The Norwegian 
flag was, until recently, represent
ed further north and further 
south than that of anv other coun
try, hy the "Maud" and the "S ii- 
James Clark Ross." The " .Maud," 
Captain. Amundsen's vessel, which 
is attempting to drift across the 
North Polar basin, is now lying 
off the New Siberian Islands. She 
is equipped with a Marconi valve 
Iransmitter set. and by this means 
is in communication with the 
Spitzbergen radio station. more 
than a thou -and miles away. The 
"Sir ,Ta mes Clark Ros •" lately re- 
l urned from a whaling expedition 
in the Ross Sea. Her wireless ap
paratus also includes a. Marconi 
valve transmitter, which enabled 
her to communicate with the Awa- 
rua radio station, N cw Zealand— 
1.700 miles to the northward. At 
3 p.m. on January 22. when tlic

*
I
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either both coils tapped and the 
secondary sliding inside tb.c pri
mary, or else uses plug-in coils 
tuned by condensers. Out next is- 
.ue will illustrate and describe a 
number of standard circuits.

M. S. A.. (Tai Tapu).—On further look
ing over your question, we find 
t hint there is insufficient informa
tion. Will you please communicate 
with us, giving primaTy and sec
ondary voltages, frequency of sup
ply and current required from the 
secondary, at the various tapsf 

"Sil- James C'lark Ross" was in 
latitude 78 degrees 30 minutes 
south, a messa gc "•as ham kd in at 
the Christiania telegraph office b 
Iw forwarde-1 to thi' vessel. This 
was sent via England. Australia 
and Awarua radio. The reply by 
the same route was received in 
Christiania at 5 a.m. on January 
24.

ARGENTINE STATION 
OPENED.

Tlie new wireless station which 
lias been built at Mont ' Grande 
for tlw I nternatioiial Trans-radio 
Wireless Telegraph Co., Argen
tine, for the purpose of placing- 
the Argentine in direct wireless 
communication .with Joetb Amer
ica, Europe, and the l'ar East, 
was officially opened by the trans
mission of au inaugural message 
from the President of the Argen
tinc to King- Georg-c V. Direct 
services will he carried out be
tween Monte Grande, blew York, 
Paris and Berlin. It is intended 
to extend this cli rcct service to 
England as soon as possible, but 
as Great Britain docs not possess 
a. wireless station sufficiently pow
erful to communicate with South 
America, this service cannot be 
brought into operation until a 
suitable station is available in 
this country. Thc transmitting 
station at Monte Grande, 12 miles 
from Buenos Aires, covers au 
area of 1,200 acres. There are 
ten steel towers 500 metres apart, 
each tower being 690 feet high. 
The power of the station is 800 
k.w. The receiving- r, litre is at 
Villa Eliza, 25 miles from. Buenos 
Aires aul the same distance from 
the transmitting station. The 
telegraph office, from which the 
transmitting- station is automatic
ally controlled and to which the 
receiving station is connected 
with telegraph lines and an auto
matic linking device, as is the case 
in. the Marconi system in Eng
land, is situated in the centre of 
the commercial quarter of Buenos 
Aires.
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